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Young WUd West anti the Phantom canoe
OR, SOLVING A STRANGE MYSTERY
./

BY AN OLD S'COUT

CHAPTER I.-The Phantom Canoe.

.,.. -

"I reckon this must be the stream known as the
Bear River, Jim," said Young Wild West, the
well-known boy hero, who was · generally called
the Champion Deadshot of the West, as he
brought his sorrel stallion Spitfire to a halt and
pointed downward. ·
The remark was addressed to Jim Dart, his boy
chum, who was one of the partners who traveled
with him in search of exdtement and adventure.
"It must be, Wild," was the reply, and then
Jim dismounted and stepped to the edge of the
bank.
Something like a hundred feet below was the
·stream spoken of. It was not a very wide one,
but evidently it was very deep in places. A
strong current was running, and where the hidden rocks interfered the foam was flying. It was
a small canyon through which the river ran at
. this poiI,lt, and , the splendid mountain scenery of
the Rockies was there on every hand. Wil4 and
Jim had mounted the hill ·after leaving their companions at the spot that had been selected to camp
upon for the night. They knew they were in the
northeastern part of the State of Colorado, not
far from the Utah line, but were not aware that
there was a river so close at hand until they
reached the top of the ascent and saw it flowing
through the canyon below. Our story opens at a
time when the great region known as the "Wild
West" was in a much ' less settled condition than
at the present time. The greater part of Col<>rado was wild in the extreme, and law and order
was almost entirely unknown in many of the mining camps that were to be found scattered over
the big range. The young deadshot slipped from
the saddle to the g1:ound, leaving Spitfire to nibble
away at the luxuriant grass, and· stood with his
· boy partner watching the turbulent stream below.
They stood there for the space of probably a minute, and then Wild nodded to Dart and said:
"I reckon we'll go on back and tell them that
we have found the Bear River: As there is a
:brook right at our camp, it won't make any difference, since we have all the water we want
right there. But probably Charlie may be interested. He has been up this way more times than
you or I, and the chances are he will know just
about the exact spot where we now are."

"That's right, Wild," Jim answered, aa he
. turned to go to his horse.
At that moment his attention was attracted by
something below. Young Wild West saw it at the
same time.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed, as Jim pointed
downward to the river. "A canoe!"
"As sure as. you live," was the astonished nply. "It is going almost directly across the
stream, too, and yet there is no one in it.· What
does it mean, Wild?"
The young deadshot shook his head without
taking his eyes from below. Jim was right in
saying that the canoe without an occupant was
actually crossing the swiftly flowing river. Al. most straight to a spot where the foam was flow!Ili? high in th~ air the craft made its way. Then
1t suddenly disappeared from view of the two
boYS on th~ high bank above. They looked for it
to reappear at the _other side of the . su.b merged
rock that was causmg the water to fly---high into
the air, but this did not happen. The canoe had
vanished. Young Wild West and Jim Dart wen:
used to seeing all sorts of strange things, but this
one was very puzzling to them. The :(act that
there was no one in the canoe to propel it, and
yet the frail little craft went right on
the
stream until it disappeared behind the spray and
foam that was being dashed into the air, put an
aspect upon it that was decidedly mysterious, to
say the least.
·
"What da you make of it, anyhow, Wild?" ;nm
asked, after a rather lengthy silence.
"I don't know what to say, Jim," was the reply.
"But there is one thing about it that I am sure oi.
It was a canoe, and it was going almost strai,rltt
across the river. Since there was no one workin;t
a paddle, it must be that a rope was attached to
it. But just why such a thing shpuld be I am unable to understand. I reckon we'll have to inve.tigate this mystery.''
"We'll tell Charlie and the glrls about it. eh?"'
"Certainly. There is no hurry about rahic
down there. It won't take more than four or ftft
minutes to get down to the water's· ed$fe frc,m omcamp. We'll talk the matter over and then aftlr
sup,f8r we'll 11:0 down there arid J.oolc &rOllDCi a
bit.
PEfrfectly satisfted with what tb11 'JOUDI' deur
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shot said · Jim Darj; gave a nod, and taking hi&
horse by' the bridle-rein, 11tarted down the slope
they had ascended before dismounting. Wild took,
another look at the turbulent stream below, and
seeing nothing of the canoe, he gave a sharp
whistle and the sorrel stallion.quickly ran to him ..
-. "Corr:e on, Spitfire, old boy," he said, patting
the animal's glossy neck. "I disturbed ~ou from
having a good feed. But I reckon there 1s plenty
of ~d grass right near the camp."
The animal gave a whinny, showing his pleasure and then the boy went on down the slope
aft~r Jim. The site selected for a camping spot
lay not more than two hundred feet from the foot
of the little hill. It was an admirable pla~e for
the purpose, since a brook of clear. "'.'ater trickled
down the rocks in ,the form of a mmiature waterfall and there was an abundance of grass and
oth~r green vegetation that would furnish -ample
food for the horses. A fallen tree would supply
all the wood needed for a campfire, and those who
had stopped there while the two boys :went l!P a
little further were already . busy puttmg thmgs
into shape. Two Chinamen who were brothers
named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, employed as
servants by Young '\\:il_d West and his friends,
were in the act of ra1smg one of the tw~ tents
they carried with them. Cheyenne Char.he, the
scout who was the other partner of the young
dead;hot, was looking after tl)-e horses, an? the
three girls, as they were called by our fr1e_n ds,
were sorting over blankets and other articles
that would be needed to assist them in passing the
night comfortably. As Wild ·a nd Jim led their
horses up, one of the girls paused in her work
and called out:
"Did yo~ see anything worth while by going to
the top of tihe hill?"
"I reckon we did, Et," the young deadshot ;;i,nswered, shaking his head seriously.
.
Arietta Murdock, Young Wild West's · goldenhaired sweetheart, looked at him in surprise, for
it must have been that she had not expected such
an answer.
"What was it, Wild?" she asked eager ly.
"Well. little girl, we saw a rushing river abf>Ut
a hundred feet below the top of the bank up
there."
"Yes, go on, Wild."
.
.
"And while we were Jookmg down a nd takmg
the scene in which might be called a very pretty
one by som~ people, we ca.ught sight <?f a ca1:10e
crossing the river where t~e current 1s runnm_g
swiftly. There was no one m the canoe, and yet 1t
was proceeding almost straight a cross."
The girl opened wide her eyes, while the other
two quickly stepped forwa r d. They were Anna,
·the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart. The scout came
up at that moment, for he had caught something
of what the young deadshot said.
"What's that about a river an' a canoe?" he
asked.
"Take it easy, Charlie," Young Wild West answered, in his cool ;md easy way. "I'll tell you
all about it in a very few words."
, Then while Jim Dart remained perfectly silent,
he told all there was to be told, his listeners looking at him in undisguised surprise.
"Canoe ·goin' across the stream with no one in
1t to u :ake it go. That's somewhat mysterious, as

they call it, I reckon," Charlie remarked, as he
shrugged his shoulders and then proceeded to
twist the ends of his long, black mustache, a habit
he,}11ways had when he was puzzled or uneasy:"
What do you make .of it, anyhow, Wild?" Arietta asked, as she took the young deadshot by the
arm, several comments had been made by all
hands.
. .
"I don't know just what to say, Et," was the
retort. -".~fter supper we'll go down there and
look around a little. Pos sibly- we may find out
something. Just why there should be· a canoe
that is caused to go across the stream bv some
unseen person, for that certainly must be the
case, I can't understand."
One of the two heathens had been listening
pretty well to the conversation that took place
after Wild and Jim came back to the camp, even
though he had not lagged in the work he was
doing. This was Hop Wah, who was ver v often
calle? Yo~i:ig Wild West's Clever Chinee, because
of his ab1hty to perform funny and rhysterious ,
feats of magic, and also because he was very fond
of pr actical joking and quick to think and act
&:enerally doing the right thing at about the right
time.
·
"Misler Wild/' he said, coming forward when
he found the conversation lagging somewhat
"whattee you say 'boutee um canoe?" ·
'
"Do you know what a phantom is, Hop?" the
young deadshot asked, looking at him smilingly.
"No, Misler Wild. Me no knowee."
"Well, you know what a ghost is."
"Yes, Misler Wild. Um ghost allee samee dead
people walkee 'round vellv muchee stlange and nobody ketchee, so be. Allee samee spilit."
"A spiri~,. eh? Well, I reckon that's a pretty
good defimtion you have given of it. But this
happ_ens to be a canoe, a phantom !;anoe, I should
call it. A phantom, you know, is subject to appear and disappear at will."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. You see um canoe
n ow, and Jen pletty soonee you no see. Me undelstand."
"That's it, Hop," and t he boy could not help
laughing.
" Me likee see lat canoe, Misler Wild. Maybe
me find ee outtee allee 'boutee."
"No doubt you could solve the mystery about as
well a s a ny of us, if you tried verv har d. All
right, HOJ.l, After supper we will go down to the
edge of the river and investiga te. You know
what investigate means, don't you ?"
"Me knowee lat velly muchee, Misler Wild. You
mean we lookee 'lound pletty well, a nd findee
outee somethling."
"We'll look around pretty well, but ma ybe we
won't find out much, H op. "
"·Lat allee light. Me findee outee somethling.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Hold on there!" came from the scout shar ply.
"There ain't no need of you tellin' us that you're
very smart. You have proved it long ago, but
you'll keep sayin' it all the time. I've told- you
about four hundred times to stop it."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me gottee
uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee, and
me allee samee likee my uncle."
• '.' There it goes ag'in ! Wing has told me flatfooted, an' I know he aint' tellin' no lie, either,
that you ain't got no uncle in China. You two
1
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'are brother~. unless you both have lied about it,
an' · if Wing ain't got no uncle, how in thunder
eould you have one?"
"Wing allee samee fo_ol Chinee," Hop retorted
disdainfu lly: "One timee he thlinkee he velly
muchee sportee, so be. But pletty soonee me comee
·'long and len he takee velly muchee back seatee.
My fool blother no knowee velly muchee, Misler
Charlie."
If Wing heard what was being said about ~im
he paid no attention to it: He was bus~ makmg
preparati ons for the evenmg meal, and Just then
the coffee began steaming and the odor that came
from the k~ttle that was hanging over the fire
caused Cheyenne Charlie to give a sniff of approval. Wild turned away from. the spot, and
just then Arietta walked towa1·d him.
"Are the horses fixed all right for the night?"
she asked, smiling at him.
/·
"That means that you want to talfo a walk _and
see whether they are or not, I suppose, httle
girl," came the laughing reply.
"Oh; no. I don't care to go very far. I am not
even going to ask you to take me to. the top of
the hill."
\
"By jingo! If you want to go up tn~re come
along."
"All right, Wild," and she showed her eagerness.
"I reckon we may as well all go up there w h. 1·1_e
Wing is fixin' up the supper,'" Cheyenne Charhe
spoke up.
"Certainl y. The canoe may be there again."
In less than a minute all but the· cook were
walking up the hill. Reaching the top, they
iooked down upon the scene below. The girls admired the. turbulent water as it rushed on through
the canyon, but they were not thinking of beautiful things just then. What they wanted to see
was the phantom canoe, as Young Wild West had
called it when talking to the clever Chi:nee. ~ut
it seemed that they were doomed to d1sappom tment for the canoe did not appear, nor did anything else for that matter. . The dull 1·oaring of
the tyrbulent stream made a sound that was quite
common to their ears, since they spent much of
their time in the mountain s, and the black and
gray rocks that loomed up on the side of the
mountain had such a sameness about them that
they soon tired of the view. Ho":'ever, they remained there for fully fifteen mmutes, and at
the expiratio n of that time they heard the cook
ealli~ them to supper.
"Never mind, little girl," Young Wild West
said, as he took the arm of his sweethea rt and
started down the hill. "We'll go on down to the
edge of -the river after supper, and then possibly
we may find the mysteriou s canoe."
"Phantom canoe, Wild," the girl corrected. ·
"Oh all right, · then. I merely dubbed it that
when i was trying to explain to Hop how it had
disappear ed." •
"Yes but that sounds all right. We'll call it
the Ph;ntom Canoe until we find out how it managed to go almost straight across the stream
without being propelled by anyone."
.
The Chinese cook certainly had not been idle
during their absence. He now had a steaming repast waiting foc them, and certainly Wing knew
how to cook over a camp-fire . As they had been·
riding through a country for the .past two or

..,.
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three days where there was an over-abun dance of
game, there was really nothing lacking in that
respect. They always managed to carry tbout
with them a sufficient supply of other things in
the way of eatables, too, so a meal at the camp of
Young Wild West certainly was never to be despised.
Five minutes later all hands were
grouped about a flat rock which seemed to ha:ve
been placed there for the purpose, and then the
CQ<>k rapidly placed the tin plates containin g
br_oiled venison, sliced potatoes, fried, and bread
and butter before them ...... The coffee came next,
and just as they were all starting in to eat heartily, f?otsteps were heard a short distance away.
Turnmg, they beheld a rather curious-lo oking
character approachi ng. He was a man whose costume was mainly made up of skins, and which
were sewed together in anything but a proper
way. He carried a long-barr eled rifle, and appeared to be quite at his ease..
"How are you, strangers ?" he called out, as he
walked directly to them. "Couldn't afford to invite a hungry man to eat with you, could you?"

CHAPTE R 11.-The Old Hunter.
Young Wild West, q1,1ick to discovet a man'•s
character by his general appearanc e and manner
of speech, decided instantly that the stranger was
all right. But in spite of the fact that he spoke
in such a bluff and off-hand way, the boy felt that
it was mostly put on, and that he was really
timid.
"I reckon you're welcome, my friend," Wild
said, nodding his head as he made reply to the
question put to them. "How is it that you happen
to be in this wild part of the mountain s? Where
is your horse?"
"I .ain't got no horse," and the man showed
signs of being uneasy.
"Ah! F'o oting it around, eh? I take it that
you are a hunter."
"Yes, that's what I am," and, somewha t relieved, he came up closer and looked longingly 11t
the good thin~s they. had to eat.
"Wing, just see to it that this man has what
he wants to eat. I reckon there is more than
enough for us that is already cooked," the young
. deadshot said, nodding to the cook.
.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
Win_g- promptly made a place for him.
"Thank yer a whole lot, strangers ," the hunter
said, as he leaned his rifle against a tree and sat
down. "It ain't often I meet people in the mountains here, an' I s'pose I might jest as well tell
you that it ain't often I want to meet 'em. Most
of what I've met in the last month ain't been altogether to my likin'. But I seen you all down
here, and, after thinkin' it over, I made up my
mind that it wouldn't be a bad idea to come an'
git acquainte d with you. The smell of what you
have been cookin' got to my nose, an' it made me
so hungry that I jest couldn't help askin' you to give me somethin' to eat."
,r
"Git right in an' help yourself,.'' Cheyenne Charlie spoke .up. "We've generally got enough for
one or two more, an' even if we ain't got it cooked,
I reckon it won't take the heathen long to fix it
up. Jest help yourself now, an' don't be scared at
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nothin'. Sartinly the _gals or the two heathens
This was said . with a shrug of the shoulders,
won't hurt you."
and Wild knew right away that he was not tellinJr
"None 'of you will hurt me; I feel sure of that," the exact truth.
and then the hunter did as Charlie told him, and
· "Do you- own a canoe?" the young deadshot
started in helping hi,l1lself.
asked suddenly, looking straight into his eyes.
The rest proceeded t'b eat, too, and for the space
"I don't live close enough to any water to -have
of a minute or two no one said a word. That he use for a canoe," was the reply.
was very hungry was plainly evident, . for ~he
But his face changed color, and Wild knew he
hunter fairly devoured the food he had been m- had hit him somewhat sharply.
vited to eat. · When about five minutes had passed · · "What was you askin' me if I owned a ·canoe
he breathed something like a sigh of relief, and for? Want to git across the river over there?"
then wipin"g his. mouth on his sleeve, shook his
"Not exactly. I reckon we can find a place to
head and said:
ford the river if we go up or down."
"I reckon I've put away a lot of good grub.
"You'll have to go quite a piece either way jest
Maybe I'd better not eat any more."
noy.r, 'cause the heavy rains· this faU have swelled
"Eat what you want to. You can see there is · the river up in what you kin call a lieautiful
plenty," Wild answered smilingly.
sha~e. Canoe, eh? I wonder what made you ask
He nodded, and then helped himself again. me 1f I owned a canoe? Ain't seen one anyWing saw that the tin cup he had pl_a ced_ before where, have you?"
him was empty, so he quickly filled 1t with cofHe leaned over and lowered his voice as he
fee, and handed him some sugar.
asked the question .
. "Sugar, eh?" .he said, as lie hel~d ,him~el,f to a
"Ain't seen no canoe, not in putty. nigh ·a week"
heaping spoonful. "That's somethm I am_ t had Cheyenne Charlie retorted.
'
in more than a month. Tastes putty good m cof"Oh! That's all right, then. ·1 re~kon I'm done
fee, don't it?r,
eatin', 'cause I ain't got room for any more. If
"Take plenty of it," suggested Arietta.
you have got a little tobacker about you I'd like
. "No, thank you, miss. One spoonful is enough to buy some. Got some money from tM time I
for me. But say," ·and he turned sharply to the was last into town."
scout, whom he no doubt. took to be the leader of
"I'll give you a good chunk of tobacker," Char~
the party, "I reckon I forgot to tell you who I lie answered. "Never mind the money. I genam."
er~lly keep a good supply of plug on hand. Use
"That's all right," Charlie answered. "If you quite a lot of it myself, you know."
haye got a~ything ~o say about, y~urself, or anyCharlie gave him a good chunk o-f tobacco, and
thmg- else, Jes~ say it to Y~!1ng Wild We st. H• s whe~ he h~d cut off a _piece with the keen-edged
the boss of this. here ~ang.
--71.untmg-kmfe he carried and placed it in his
He nodded . his ~ead toward the young dead- mouth, Sam Gansel turned to pick up pis rifle as
shot as he said .this, and the eyes of the hunter he meant to leave
followed him, while he became curious in his man"Don't be in a hury, Mr . Gansel," Wild spoke
ner.
up, as he stepped over and laid a hand on his
"Young Wild West," he said, speaking slowly, arm. "Sit down a while. You say you live someas if he was trying to remember if he had ever thing like five miles from here, but I reckon you
heard the name before. "Seems to me that name must know the way well enough to get home in
has come to my notice somewhere. Where do you the dark."
hail from, Young Wild West?"
"Almost anywhere this side of the Rockies,"
'.'Know th e way well enough! Why, I know
was the reply. "Once in a great while I get the th is par~ of the country so .)Vel! that I kin go anyother side, but it is not for long. But I suppose where wi th my eyes shut. Been here so long, you
know."
I have two places, either of which might be ca 1led
"Sit down a while, then. Let's talk a little.
my home. One. is at Weston, away up in the
Black Hills, and the other is at Buckhorn Ranch, Probably you would like to hear some of the
down on the Rio Grande."
news."
"Is that so? Your'e a mighty good distanc.e
"Don't care about no news, Young Wild West.
away from both them places you're tellin' me I rather reckon I'd better go: Maybe I kin git
about."
.
home afore it gits good an' 'dark if I hurry a
"Oh, yes. I make it my business to travel little."
·
about all over, you know."
"Not if you have got to go ·five miles, I am
1
' .A.h!
I've been makin' it my business to stay sure."
p_utty nigh in one place for a mighty long time.
"That's all r ight. It won't make no difference
Nearly fifteen years now."
.
if I can't git there afore dark. Say, you don't
As he said this a look of sadness crept over his think much of my clothes, I s'pose. Made 'em
face. But he quickly brightened up, and with a •myself. Used the skins what didn't show up good
pleasant nod, remarked:
enough to sell to make 'em with. Patched up with
"I started in to tell you who I was. My name a little of everything. I never did have much
is Sam Gansel, an' I hang around in these here of an idea as to how trousers should be made, but
parts huntin' an.' trappin'. Twice a year I go to the belt holds 'em up, so what do I care? They
the nearest town, but that's all. Been doin' it keep me warm in cold weather, an' even if they
that way for nigh on to fifteen years, an' I s'pose make me look like a wild animal sometimes, it's
I'll keep on doi-n' ,it till I die."
all right, .a nyhow, 'cause I don·•t care who sees
, "Sam . Gan·sel, eh?" Wild said, studying hiqi me." · ·
·
closer than he had done before. "Got a capin _or
He turned and looked at the girls, forcing a
!hanty up· this way."
·
· ··
·
smile rts this c'ame from his lips.
'
"S9methin' like five or six miles from here."
"Got over thinkin' about fema:le folks, you
0
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know," he went on, again looking at the young dared. "Me hear evelythling lat funny looke
deadshot. "There was a time when I thought a man say. He gottee velly nicee clothes, so be.
whole lot of myself, an' tried to keep up in mighty Killee bear and makee clothes flom um skin. Me
good shape. Wore a choker collar, an' a red neck- no likee velly muchee."
"You don't like what, heathen; the clothes or
tie, too. But," and he shook his head sadly,
"that's so many ~ears ago that it don't seem real the man?"
''.Melican man allee light only he gottee somewhen I think about it."
"No doubt you could tell us something of the thhng wlong here," and the Chinaman shook his
past that will prove quite interesting, Mr. Gan- head significantly.
Wild laughed at this.
sel " Wild remarked, after a pause. "Suppose
"Maybe Hop is partly right. It is just possible
yo~ remain in camp with us tonight, and then go
that the man may be insane, and that he was in
back to your home in the morning."
"I know you mean it when you say that, my Qne of his lucid periods when he came here. I
boy. But I can..t stay here. It won't do .. 1;ve got reckon we may as well stay camp,m here tomorsomethin' to attend to, you know. You amt seen row, _for novf we have a double purpose in view.
anybody else around since you got here, have One 1s _to find• out more about Sam Gansel, as he
calls himself, and the other is to solve the mysyou?"
"No, you are ,the first person we have set eyes tery of the Phantom Canoe."
"Might jest as well stay here two or three days
on since the forenoon of yesterday. Then we met
two prospectors who were going toward the as not," the scout answered, as he turned and
n@rth. We saw no one after that, and have been looked toward the supplies that had been removed
from the pack-ho!ses. "We've got grub enough
. .
going it alone ever since."
"Well " and the hunter leaned over so his lips to last us a .week m the way of flour an' sich like.
were vecy close to the boy's ears, "I've got an idea As far as meat goes, ·why, we kin shoot all we
that there's two or three men hangin' around here want at any time."
"I hardly think it will take us a week to solve
for some bad purpose. Now then, I want to warn
you to look out for 'em. I won't say no more, so the mystery of the canoe," Arietta declared. "I
don't ask me. I'm goin'. nfw· Maybe ~ou'.11 s~e have -already made up my mind that the old
me ag'in tomorrow mornm . If you don t it writ- hunter is directly connected with it, and I think if
we were to watch him closely we would underbe all right, anyhow."
Charlie and Arietta were about the only ones stand it all the quicker."
"How about the two or three men he spoke
who could hear what he said, and as .he turned
and picked up his rifle. ~rietta h3:stened to try about?" Jim asked.
"That's so," Wild answered quickly. "He
and persuade him to remam. Bu~ it w~s no u se.
He tore himself away, and as he got a distance of seemed to fear them. Probably they are hanging
around for the purpose of getting a chance to rob
fifteen. or twenty feet from them, he called out:
"I thank you a whole lot for the grub you give him."
"Rob him of what?" Charlie asked, a grin on
m~. I forgot to say that _afori:, but 1!1~, feelin's
his face. "You don't s'pose he's got much in the
•.
is that way, anyhow, even 1f I did forg1t..
Then he strode away after the fash10n of . a. way of money, do you?"
"We don't know what he has in his possesman who has been brought ~P in the mounta!lis,
and quickly disappeared behmd a £raggy proJec- sion, Charlie."
"That's so, we don't. Might be a gold mine, for
tion that was scarcely fifty feet from where our
that matter. All right. Jest let them fellers ,he
friends were gathered in a group.
''That feller is what I call a mighty queer jig- was talkin' about happen along. I reckon we kin
ger " Cheyenne Charlie declared, as he shrugged take care of him. But come on. If we're goin'
his 'shoulders and turned to those standing near down to the river I reckon we might as well do
him. "I'll bet there's somethin' about him that it. It will be gittin' dark putty soon."
"Wild, do you think it will be safe for us all to
.
he don't want no one to know."
"Oh, probably he is what they call a recluse, leave the camp?" Arietta asked, turning inquirCharlie. He may have had some trouble of some ingly to the young deadshot.
"It is hardly likely Wing will want to go," was
kind in his younger days, and chose to come out
here and live alone. Such cases are often ~o be the reply.
"Yes, but he isn't capable of defending the
met with. I suppose it's none of our busmess,
anyhow . so since he seems to be straigbt and hon- camp in case three or four evil-minded men
·
shpuld make an attack." .
est I a:n very glad we met him."
"You're thinking of the men the old hu er
-,loh, I'm glad we met him, too. But say, ~il~1
he acted sorter funny-like when you asked him It spoke of, I see."
"Yes, Wild I am."
he had a canoe."
"They may be imaginary characters, but I
·"I kndw he did, Charlie. He knows more about
that canoe Jim and I saw than we do by far. But reckon Wing will be. all right to leave here, anyhe wasn't inclined to say anything about i.t. An- how. Of courijie, Hop wants to go down to the
other thing, Charlie, I am of the opinion that he river with us."
:'Me wantee go vellv muchee. Misler Wild," the
doesn't live a very great distance from here. He
said it was about five mlles, but he wasn't telling clever Chinee spoke up.
'!All . right," and ·then turJ;,>.ing . to the cook,. the
.
. 1
.
the truth."
young deadshot added:. "Now then, Wing, jus·~
~'That's what I think ab9ut it." .
: , see to 'it that you don't go to ,sleep before we .r~
!'.So do I,". Jim Dart sp()ke up. , r • . ..
~·I guess· we all think that way,'' _Arietta re- , t~rn . .If. 1Lnyo11e, comes here yqu jµst fire _a shot
~th y9ur rev;olver, no µi~r how friendly they
•
,
marked smilingly,
"Me thlinkee lat way, too, so be," -Hop Wah de- - act. Be·sure to do that do you understand?"

•
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.
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild. Me shootee velly
muchee quickee if somebody comee."
-Bent upon solving the mystery of the empty canoe that had been seen by Wild and Jim, they all
got their rifles and started from the camp, going
up the hill that overlooked the river. Of courS1!"
they paused there and took a good look. But
there was nothing to be Ejeen of the canoe, or anything else but the rugged wildness that nature
presented. Wi ld looked about, and noticing that
there was a chance· to get below if they went a
short di~tance to the left, he nodded for them to
follow him, and went in that dh-ection. $ure
enough, he found a sort of natural path, and as
he paused and examined the rocky .ground, he
nodded his head and exclaimed:
."Ah! I reckon this is used quite often. Come
on. We'll get down there and see what we can
find."
Arietta stepped right after him; and then came
_ the rest, Jim and Eloise bringing up the rear. It
di:d not take them more than a minute or two to
get down into the canyon. There was not much
of , a strip of anything that was like level land
runnirtg along the stream at that point. But once
they got down it they were able to look quite a
distance in either direction, since it happened that
the canyon was comparatively straight for perhaps a mile. Just as they had begun to make an
examination of the bank for the purpose of finding footprints, if there were any, the report of a
revolver sounded from the direction of the camp.
I

CHAPTER III.....:_The Villains Appear.
Wing Wah, the cook, felt that quite a responsibility had been left upon him. He had heard the
talk about the possibility of ruffians being in the
vicinity, and after having been doubly cautioned
to keep awake, he surely meant to do so.
."My blother Hop allee samee thlinkee he vclly
s:martee Chinee," he muttered, as he looked at his.
revolver after our friends had left the camp.
"¥,aybe he make plenty foolish things, but he no
:fightee likee me.
Me shootee velly muchee
stlaight, so be. If bad Melican men comee me
shootee allee samee likee Young Wild West."
,Then he proceeded to strut about after the
fashion of a turkey cock, all the while keeping a
watch around him. He kept this up for possibly
as Jong as five minutes, and then suddenly he
heard the sounds of footsteps to the right. As
th1s was in the direction Wild and the rest had
taken when they left the camp, the Chinaman
naturally thought- of the prowlers the old hun_ter
had spoken of. The next , moment three very
rough-looking men with their wide-brimmed hats
pulled down over their faces, stepped from the
bushes and walked leisurely toward the heathen.
1
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" Wing called out,
f<fr he was somewhat frightened at their sudden
appearance.
"All alone, heathen?" one of the men said, as he
came forwa1·d a little faster.
"You lookee outtee!" the Chinaman exclaimed,
al{ he made a threatening move with his re-~ver.
PDon't point that gun this way," one of the
others called out sharplj". "Ii you do l"e'll lhoot
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you. Jest niind your o"wn business now an' set
right down, an' you won't be hurted one bit."
Wing saw that ·they all had. guns in their
hands, and he knew that even if he could succeed
in shooting one of them he would surely fall
himself.
Even though he was considerably
frightened, he did not lose his ,wit s altogether.
Of course he could n ot be compai-ed with his
brother Hop when it came to being in tight
places. But he had roughed it so long with Young
Wjld West and his friends that danger was something that he had become gr eatly used to. He
felt that here wa s danger no;w, but he dtd not
forget that Wild had told him to ti:re a shot in
case ,ilnyone came to the camp while they were
away. Yet he f eared t o deliberately discharge
his revolver, for it might be that they would become so angry that they would shoot him.
"You wantee me sittee down, so be?" he asked,
as he looked a bout for some particular spot to do
so.
"Yes, s.et right down an' chuck that gun over
here," said the man who seemed to be the spokes. man or leader of the trio.
"Allee light."
There happened to be a stone within a few feet
of him, so the Chinaman turned to it, and as he
was fo the act of sitting upon it he made a move
to toss the revolver toward them. But as he did
so his finger pressed the trigger and the bullet
went into the ground.
:_'H;ip hi! Uni gµn allee samee go off, so be," he
cried.
Then he let it drop. The th1·ee villains showed
surprise as well as anger, but they must have
thought that it was an accid~t that caused the
revolver to be discharged, for they made no move
to molest him. • One of them picked up the revolver.
"Bill," he said, turning to the leader, "that·
bad work. Them what belongs here · can't be
far enough away so they couldn't hear the report
of ,that ~u~. They'll be_ back here in a jiffy. If
we re goin to do anythmg we had better hurry·
up."
"Whattee you wantee do?" ,ving asked in a
trembling voice.
,
'
"What do we want to do? Why, we want to
clean out this here camp. It looks too nice to be
let alone, you see, heathen. Most likely there's
plenty of grub here, ,which is some.thin' that we
need jest about .now. Then ag'in, there may be
somethin' in the way of money layin' around.""
. "No mon~y," the C~inaman declared, shaking
his head.
Young Wild West an' his partners
allee samee takee money with them."
·
·
"Young Wild West!" the man called Bill exclaimed, giving a violent start. "What's that
you're sayin', heathen?"
"~at light. Young Wild West. He velly smartee
Melican boy, so be. Shootee velly muchee stlaight.
No 'flaid of somethling any timee."
· "Thunder!" and Bill turned to his two companions, who appeared to be perfectly amazed.
"Maybe we had better sneak mighty quick,
Bill," one of them suggested, as he looked around
uneasily. "I" know what kind of a· 'feller this kid
they call Young Wild West happens to be. I seen
him a couple of times, an' I wouldn't ha"lle him.
draw bead on me for the whole world. I know
I'd be a goner if he once aone it."
·

/
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"Come on, then. But we've got to have a horse,
anyhow. Pete ain't got no nag, since we had hard
luck enough to have the critter he owned tumble
down a bank the other day an' break its neck.
We've got to have a horse, an' that's all there is
to it. There ain't no fun ridin' about this rough
part of the country double."
- _
"Stoppee lat," Wing called out, as he saw tbe
three turn towar-d the horses, which were lazily
grazing upon the rich grass a short distance from
the little waterfall.
But they paid no attention to him, and hurry- .
ing to the horses, the man called Pete prooeeded
to untie the first one he came to, which happened
t"o be Hop's piebald cayuse.
"Lat my blother's horse!" Wing shouted. "If
you takee he allee samee be velly muchee mad,
so be."
"Shut up, heathen," Bill called out thre,atenin~ly. "You jest pack up a bundle of grub for us,
an hurry up about it, too. If you don't I',l fill you
full of holes afore I go away from here."
This put quite a damper on the Chinaman. But
he did not lose his senses altogether, and rather
reluctantly he turned to the piece of -canvas that
covered the provisions they had with them. There .
happened to be an empty bag there, such as are
used for grain. Bill hurried to him, at the same
time looking about sharply and holding his revolver in readiness.
·
"Hurry up. Fill up that bag. That's right,
heathen. I reckon you kno·v when you're well o;f.
I'd hate to kill you, but I'll sartinly do it if you
don't hurry up."
Directly behind the pile that had been covered
with canvas was the root from a tree that had
been cut off by Hop when he was getting the
necessary fuel to keep the camp-fire going. Wing
threw tlie bag over this, and quickly got it inside.
Then he picked up a muslin bag that was filled
with meal and let it drop in with it. Next he
grabbed up a handful of potatoes. Bill was not
watching him all the time, for he was looking
about as if he expected at any moment to see
someone coming. One thing about it was that
Wing did not intend to give them very much in
the way of eatables. The tree root filled the bag
pretty well. He picked up a side of bacon and
doubled it over as if he meant to put it in the
bag. But instead of doing so he l~t i~ slip behi!ld
it and under the canvas. The v1llam near h1m
thought surely it had gone inside.
. "Some flour now, heathen. Hurry up," he .said.
Wing managed to fool him again by putting a
bag of flour behind the bag.
"Lat allee light!" he exclaimed. as he arose to
his feet and lifted' tli.e bag toward the villain.
"I s'pose it is. All right, heathen. Now then,
hurry along, boys."
Pete promptly started away, leading Hop's
horse, while the other man lingered to assist the
leader in carying the bag that was supposed to
contain n'bthing but provisions. Straight toward
the bushes they had emerged from when the
Chinaman first set eyes on them the three men
made their way. Just as they reached them
something happened. The sharp report of a rifle
sounded from somewhere above them, anc;l_Bill let
go the bag and made a grab for his hat. Crang!
An.other report sounded, and Pete gave utterance
to a yell and let go the bridle of the horse he had
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been leading. The animal being partly trained by
the clever Chinee, promptly turned and trotted '
back toward its mate.
.
"Come on, come on," shouted the other mal),
w-ho still retained his grip upon the -b ag. "They're
after us, but we can't afford to lose this grub." .,
"Hip hi, hip .hi! Mislei:- Wild, Misler Wild!.''
shouted Wing at the top of his voice. "Thlee bad
Melican men allee samee stealee, so be."
·
. Hurried footsteps~uickly sounded, and ·then·
Young Wild West came running down the hill.
Not far behind him were Cheyenne Charlie and ·
Jim Dart. When they heard the shot they lost
:rio time in ' mounting to the top of the cliff, and
then they caught sight of the three thieves as
they were just ab·out to disappear from view.
Wild and Charlie fired the two shots, but neither
were intended to do anything more than to put
holes through _the hats of the men. Evidently
Charlie's bullet had clipped a lock of hair from
his man, or perhaps he yelled because the bullet
c.ame so close to him. Anyhow, they got away
with the bag that contained nothing more of
value than a small bag of meal and a few pota- toes. Charlie and Jim made directly for the
bushes the villains had been lost sight of in, while
Wild hurried to the excited cook.
"Wh.at did they take, Wing?" the boy asked, in
his cool and easy way.
. "Lillee meal and fivee, sixee potatee."
"Is _that all? Why, from the glimpse I caught
of the bag it seemed to be pretty well filled."
The vestige of a smile appeared on the China=
man's face.
"Me puttee loot of um tlee in um bag when ley
no lookee, Misler Wild. Ley thlinkee ley gottee
plenty glub."
"Oh, . you were clever enough to do that, eh?
Well, that shows you were not altogether asleep."
Meanwhile Charlie and Jim were burryin'~
through the bushes. They found a rather steep
ascent at the other side of them, where the roc~s
were plentiful, and they knew that it was easy
for the three rascals to keep themselves hidde,n
from view. They also realized that it might l:te
dangerous for them to proceed since if they took
the notion the thieves could easily shoot them
down from ambush. However, they continued o'n
until they got to the top of the rather long ascent.
There was quite a thick woods there, and when
they discovered where the bushes had been
broken somewhat they knew the trio had gone
there, and that it would be a difficult matter to
find them now.
"I reckon we may as well go back, Charlie/'
Jim said, as he came to a stop.·
· 1
"All right. If you think so we'll do it, then.
But blamed if I wouldn't like to set eyes on the~
sneakin' coyotes. I would have shot one ~f 'e~
dead, if Wild hadn't been right there. When He
fired an' I seen that the bullet hit the hat of one
of 'em, I done the same thing to another, 'cause jt
I'd shot him dead Wild wouldn't have liked it."
"We'll let t~em go for the present. . The chaiicea
are they will turn up again before very long." ·
Charlie gave a nod, and then the two turnE)tl
and made their way baek to the camp. The girl•
had returned by this time, but llop, ·after coming
as far as . the top of the hill and learning t:hat
everything was all right had gone on back to the
cliff. No discovery had been made during the
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brief time the young deadshot · and his c~mpanions had been down on the bank of the swiftly
flowing river. The fact was they had no time to
make an examintaion, for they had barely got
there when Wing's signal shot sounded.
'!They got away, Wild," Charlie said, shaking
his head disappointedly "We followed 'em till we
got to a thick patch of woods, an' Jim allowed
that there wouldn't be much use in goin' any further."
,
"Quite right," the young deadshot answered.
"They will turn up again, that's a pretty sure
thing. They came here for the purpose of st'8,ling some food and a horse, it seems."
"Ley say maybe ley :findee money, too, so _be,
Misler Wild," Wing spoke up.
"Yes, of course. If they could find money no
doubt they would have taken it. But they wanted
grub and a horse. But Hop's piebald nag had
sense enough to come back, and I just tied him
where they took him from."
"My blother be velly mllChee mad if he losee
him horse," Wing remarked, a twinkle in his eyes.
"You would laugh about it, of course. But he
would only have to ride ·double with you," Char-lie said.
"My blother no lide with me, Misler Charlie.
He lide with- you, so be. He likee you velly
muchee."
"See here, heathen, don't git funny like that
fool brother of yours now," the scout said warningly.
•
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. He no say something more, len," and the heathen promptly
lapsed into silence...
Satisfied that it would not be wise to leave the
Chinaman alone at the camp again, Wild decided
to go back alone and join Hop Wah.
"Bo~ " he said nodding to his two partners,
"I reckoii. you had' better stay here, and the girli
will stay, too. I will go down to the river, &?d
if I can. discover anything you can bet yo1:1r hfe
I won't be long in letting you know about 1t."
He was just about to start from the camp when
hurried footsteps sounded down the hill. They
all loolted that
and saw Hop running swiftly
toward them, wavmg both hands excitedly.
"Me see um canoe, me see um canoe!" he cried.
"Velly muchee stlange, so be! Ghostee allee samee
in um canoe!"

war
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CHAPTER IV.-Wild Makes An Important
Discovery.
Hop certainly was ver:1: much excited ~sh~ ran
down the hill. Young Wild West and hls fnends
were not greatly surprised at what he said, save
that there was a ghost in the canoe. When Wild
and Jim had seen it the canoe was empty.
"See here, Hop," the young deadshot said, as
he caught him by the arm and pulled him toward
him. "What do you mean by saying there was a
ghost in the canoe?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild," declared the heathen,
still showin~ his excitement. "Allee samee whattee you callee skeleton. so be. He makes paddle
go, and um canoe velly quickee gittee lost, so me
no see some more."
..It was a skeleton you saw paddling the canoe,
ah2"

"Lat light, Misler Wild. Allee samee ghostee."
"A skeleton an' a ghost are two different
things," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Heathen.
I~eckon you was so blamed scared that you don't
know what you seen. Where did the canoe go,
anyhow?"
"Allee samee to um place where um water go
veily high in -um air, so be, Misler Charlie."
"That's where it disappeared when we were
looking at it, Jim," the young deadshot said,
turning to Dart. ·
"That's right, Wild," was the r-eply. "There
was certainly no one in it doing any paddling,
either."
"Me see ;um skeleton," Hop declared, turninir
to him. "Me no tellee lie, Misler Jim.
"All right, if you saw someone in it paddling
the canoe you · can bet your life it was not a
skeleto-:- or a ghost. It was a man fixed up in
some Wd.y."
"Velly tlange man, so be. Allee samee see um
bones."
Then Hop went on to say how he had taken a
seat on the edge of the river bank and after
watchinR· patiently for a short time the canoe had
suddenly appeared from the bank probably a
hundred yards to his right, and then went quickly
across the turbulent stream. It was a human
skeleton who was doing the paddling he was willing to swear. But he was forced to admit that the
skeleton seemed to be very active and powerfµl,
for the canoe glided swiftly ahead until it finally
disappeared behind the spray.
"Et," the young deadshot 13aid, turning to his
sweetheart and smiling, "the mystery seems to be
deepening rather than clearing."
"I should say so," the girl answered, somewhat
gravely. "But }hat only makes me more anxiou•
to solve it."
"We'll solve it, little girl. Don't think we
won't, eithe'l". I am sorry now that one of us
didn't follow Sam Gansel. the old hlrnter, when
he left here. If that had been done prnbably the
mystery might have been clearetl by this time."
"You think it might have been him what was
in ·the canoe, eh, Wild?" Charlie asked.
"I am not saying that. But such a thing could
be, you know."
"But he sartinly didn't look like no skeleton or
ghost."
"No, he didn't. But it might have been very
easy for him to make himself look something like
one."
"Oh, of course. I've heard tell of sich things,
though blamed if I'd know how I'd go to work to
make myself look like a skeleton."
The scout looked down at himself as he said
this and shook his .head in a puzzled way. It was
beginning to grow dark now, since the sun had
disappeared in the west. Our friends had much
to talk about, and as they sat in the light of the
lantern which had been lighted and suspended
from the limb of a tree, they kept looking about
watchfully, for there was just a possibility that
the three men who had been forced to leave the
camp in such a hurry might return. In this way
a full hour passed. Then the young deadshot became very restless.
"Boys," he said to his two partners, "I think
I'll go out on a little scouting trip. I am going
alone, for I think I will be safer that way•
Should you hear a shot you will know I am in
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trouble, and you can come as quickly as you can
to the place the shot comes from. Now then,
just take it easy, only be sure to keep your ears
open. If nothing happens I'll be back inside of an
hour."
Cheyenne Charlie would have been m'ore than
pleased to accompany the boy, but sine~ he w~s 1
not given the invitation to do so, he nodded his
head showing that he was willing to abide by
Wild's decision. The young deadshot arose to
his feet and leaving his rifle ii;i the tent, turned
to his swetheart and said : ,
"Now then, little girl, just you remain here
quietly. You can bet that I'll be very careful, so
it is not necessary for you to tell me not to be.
I'll be back in an hour."
"And suppose something happens so you can't
be back in that time. What then, Wild?"
"Charlie and Ji:rrr will come to look for me."
"Yes, and in case they are unable to find you,
then I'll come.
"All right, Et. You can 'have it that way if
you like. But I hardly think the three rascals
who were he're can get the best of me, and I'm
dead certain that the fellow Hop calls a ghost
·will not." .
With a smile on his face, the boy turned from
the camp and was quickly lost in the darkness.
Wild made his way slowly up the hill 'and then
turning to the left was soon descending the cliff.
Noiselessly he made his way downward, and
finally he reached the bottom e,nd stood at the
edge of the river. It was straight, ~ut pretty
dark at that in the canyon. He could Just about
see across to the other side, and as he listened no
sounds came to his ears save those that were
caused by the rushing water. Remembering that
Hop had said the canoe appeared from a point
about a hundred yards to the right, he started
softly in that direction. When he had covered
just about that distance he found himself at a
point where he could no longer proceed. The water was right close to a rocky bluff, and the current not reaching there, it was quite still. The
boy knelt and put out his hand, finding that he
could not touch the bottom. This told him that it
was very deep there, and he wondered- what it
could mean. However, up close to the almost perpendicular rock he tried again, and then much
to his surprise he discovered that he could reach
under an overhanging rock that was a few inches
ibelow the surface of the water.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "An un- ,
derground stream, I reckon, or perhaps a cave
that is deep enough to permit the water to enter.
There can't be a stream coming from there,
though, for if that was the case a current would
show. I am sorry I can't see very well."
The fact was that it was very dark there, since
overhead t]:lere . was a projection in the cliff shutting off the starlight almost completely. He crept
back a few feet from the edge of the water, and
then ·sat down close to a big rock. Barely had he
done this when a slight splashit1g sound came to
his ears above the unceasing roar of the river.
Quickly his eyes turned toward the centre of the
stream, and then he distinctly saw some object
moving di'rectly his way. It was a canoe.
As the boy's eyes became more accustomed to
the darkness he discerned the form of a person
standing upright in the canoe and paddling for all
he was worth. Nearer and na.lU'er the frail little
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craft approached, and then when it was within a
few feet of where the boy was crouching he saw
that it looked very much like a skeleton, just as
Hop had described. The ribs and other outlines
of the ·b ones forming the anatomy of a human
being stood out in quite bold relief in the darkness. But the skeleton seemed to be muscular, indeed, for with powerful strokes of the paddle he
urged the canoe forward. It passed within ten
feet of where the boy was hiding beside the rock,
and then suddenly it disappeared from view.
"By jingo!" Wild ex<;laimed, under his brea,th.
"Now I know a little more about it. There's ..,..a
cave there,' and the canoe has simply gone inside
it. I reckon that we'll find a way to get into that
cave tomorrow morning all right, even if we have
to use a rock to do it with."
Wild remained there for, fully half an hour, but
the canoe :(ailed to come out. . Making up his mind
that probably the man who was representing himself to be a human skeleton had some sort of an
abod_e in the cave, and that the probabilities were
that he would not appear again very soon, he decided to go on back to the top of the cliff. · Then
he started to count ti,is steps, passing in regular·
fashion until he came to the point where he must
go .upward. Marking the spot directly above, so
he might pace from there until he knew he should.
be directly over the cave, he made his way noiselessly upward. Then he went oack to what he
considered the proper place, and paced along until
he counted the exact number of steps he had
taken below.
"Here I am," he thought, as he dropped upon
his hands and knees and crept close to the edge
of the high bluff. "If I have made no mistake
the cave open1ng. right over the river niust be directly below me. I will just mark this spot so
we'll know what to do in the morning."
There were quite a few trees that wer.e thickleaved close at hand, and their foliage obscured
the light from the stars considerably. But Wild
crept about, and gathering a couple of stones,
placed them at the foot of one of the trees, so he
would easily recognize them when he came there
again. Then satisfied that he' would. hardly be
able to discover anything further, ,he started to
go back to the camp. He found that he was soII)ething like two hundred feet from the spot he had
halted at with Jim Dart when they came up the
hill and discovered that the canyon was below
them. But he knew the right way to go, and took
a short cut.
Half way down a very :rocky and uneven slope
he paused and listened in a cautious way. Not
that lie had heard anything, but something
seemed to tell him 1/hat he was close to somebody
who _was lurking about. He listened for fully
half a minute, and then he was rewarded _by
hearing the cracking of a twig a little distance
to his left. Wild gave a nod, and then gripped
his revolver. It might be that one of his partners
or probably Arietta or the clever Chi~ was coming that way. But he hardly thought this to be
the case. More likely it w-1>s one of the three men
who had visited the camw and surprised the cook
before darkness set in.
Two seconds later . the unmistakable sound of
a footstep came to ltls ears. Then he heard the
regular tread of someone who was walking lightly
almost directly toward him. But that was not alL
Other footsteps sounded, and then he became sat-
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isfied that there were at least three persons very
close to him. Pulling the bushes aside gently, he
looked in the qirection the sounds came from, and
was just able to see the outlines of three men as
they came to a halt. They were.__perhaps fifty
feet from him, but there ,happened to be a break
in the foliage overhead, and enough light came
through to permit him to distinguish them.
"Well, what's goin' to be did?" he heard one
of them say, in a low tone of voice. "We've been
sneakin' around ever since it got dark, an' I can't
see as we've gained anything by it. Them people
~in't goin' to leave the camp ag'in, that's putty
sure, an' it ain't likely that we'll make anything
by walkin' around in the dark, 'cause the crazy
old hunter don't g~nerally show up in the nighttime."
"Sometimes he does," another voice said. "But
it don't do us no good when we see him. Where
he goes to we never kin tell. I wonder where he's
got the gold hid away, anyhow?"
This caused Wild to prick. up his ears, and he
now understood pretty well why old Sam Gansel
had showed fear of the men he said were hanging about the place. But whether the old hunter
hal,i a pile of gold hidden somewhere or not, he
could but imagine. Anyhow, it seemed that the
villains thought so, so there was a bare possibility
of such being the case.
"You fellers ain't got much sand in you," he
heard the thi,rd man say in a disgusted sort of
way. "Here's me, Bill Gibbons, a man that's been
through about everything that could happen without bein' killed. An' here's you, .Pete, an' you,
Mulligan, two fellers what's s'posed to be men
that have good brains. You have killed an'
robbed an' done about everything them is bad,
but still you ain't got no sense. You know as well
as I do that there ain't no mistake about Sam
Gansel havin' a pile of gold hid away somewhere.
He's
crazy as a bedbug most of the time, but
he's got the gold, jest the same. We learned that
much a month ago, didn't we?" .
"We sorter picked up somethin' about it," came
the reply from one of t;hem.
"Yes, he was jest fooli sh enough to bring in a
bag of the yaller dust when he wanted to git
some grub to bring to his hang-out, an' after he
had lost his bunch of pelts. Had to have grub, so
he used the gold to buy it with instead of. t.radin'
pelts for it. He told old Bill Fuller that gold was
worthless to him, an' that he would much rather
trade skins for the things he needed than to
bother with it. Said as how he had more than
ten mules could carry away, meanin' gold, but
that it was goin' to be a sure thing that nobody
would ever get any benefit from it, since he had
it hid away so it could never be found. Bill Fuller told us that jest afore he died, didn't he?"
"He sartinly did, Bill. He told u s after you
give him his death wound. But of course he deserved to die all right, 'cause he started the fight
an' fired at you first."
"Of course he did. You don't s'pose I'd have
.shot him, not when he knowed so much about
what we was lookin' for, do you?"
Young Wild West felt that he had been very
£ortunate, indeed. Not only had he had a glimpse
of the Phantom Canoe, . as he still chose to call it,
but he had succeeded in listening to a conversation that was nothing if not inetresting. He now
firmly believed that there must be something in
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it as far as the hidden gold was concerned, and he
resolved right then and there not to leave a stone
unturned until the mystery had been solved and
the hidden gold discovered. Thinki:Qg it_wise not
to distur·b the three villains, he crept noise]essly
away, and five minu~ later he was back at the
camp.

CHAPTER V.-Wild and Charlie Interview the Three Villains.
0

Wild found his partners and the girls eagerly
waitiJ1g for him, and as soon as he was among
them he held up his hand and said:
"Now then,, don't go to asking any questions.
Just let me tell you all about it. _ I have made a
,discovery."
"Tell us about it, Wild," Arieta answered
quickly. "Don't keep us in suspense. I can tell
by your face that it is something of importance
you have learned."
"Rather that way, little girl. Well, I saw the
Phantom Canoe again."
"Anyone in it, Wild?" Charlie asked.
"Now keep still, and I'll tell you all about it."
Then, in a very few words, he related how he
had seen the canoe with the man dressed to appear like a human skeleton paddling it until it
disappeared in some sort of a cave at the foot of
the cliff. They all began talking when he had
fini shed that part of his story,' and whf!n he told
them to keep quiet and listen further, he was
looked at with considerable surprise. Wild then
related how h e had come upon the three men
who had visited the camp before da1·k, and what
he had heard them conversing about.."Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Qharlie exclaimed,
when the boy had concluded. "Things is gittin'
worse an' worse, I reckon. Mystery, eh? · Well,
maybe it wont' be so much of a mystery, after
all. This here old hunter has got a pile of gold/
hid somewhere, eh. An' then fellers is mighty ·
anxious to git hold of it. Maybe the skeleton
knows somethin' about it, too."
The scout gave a chuckle as he sa id this, for he
surely believed that Sam Gansel and the skeleton
man were either one and the same or very nearly
related. , But they a1l had some sort of suspicion,
though few comments had been made in thllt dir ection as yet.
,
"So the three rascals don't think it advisable to
bothel" u s very soon again, eh, Wild?" Jim said,
after a while.
"By the way they talked I reckon not," was the
r eply. "They seem to know me pretty well. One
of them said he had seen me a couple of times."
"That could be easy enough," Charlie spoke up.
"There's lots of men what's seen you, Wild, an'
maybe you wouldn't know 'em from a side of sole
leather."
"It is hardly likely I could recognize everyone
who has seen mt?, Charlie," and the young deadshot laughed .
"Going to do anything more tonight?" Jim
asked, as he looked sharply at the yo~ng deadshot.
"I was just thinking," was the reply. "I supP.,ose it will be a good idea to try and locate the
camp of the three villains. Would you like to go
out with me and do a little scouting?"
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"Maybe Charlie would rather go."
semblance o! a path. , He qliickly struck one, and
"He didn't ask me, Jim," the scout declared, then risin~ to hls feet nodded to the scout, who
shaking his head.
was standing a, short distanc~ away, to come on,
. "I know that. But I suppose Eloise would and then moved noiselessly off to the left. It was
rather ·have me stay here, so if you are willing, probably a deer path they had struck, but the
Wild, Charlie can go with you."
chances w~re that the trio had used it when they
"It really makes no difference ,to me," and the went away, so V{ild was willing to take the
iboy smiled at them both. "But, of course, it chances of going a considerable distance.
,
·wouldn't be advisable for all three of us to go
Th11 path wound itself away along the side of a
-away from the camp at one time. Those men slope until it came to the .top of a ridge, where
might take a notion to come back, and they would the trees were rather scarce. ·Over the ridge it
be able to make it very warm for the girls and led, and as they were going down on the other
the two Chinamen. Charlie, I reckon you wjll go side. an open spot was · disclosed. Then. the eyes
with me."
of both Wild and Charlie were greeted with the
''All right, Wild. You kin bet your life that light which they knew came from a camp-fire.
I'm more than willin'. We'll try an' find the This -was fully a quarter of a mile distant, but
camp of the sneakin' coyotes, an' if I'm thinkin' that did not worry them one bit. They had their
right, it ain't goin' to take us an awful long time bearings now, so they hastened along, being .c areto do it. Maybe they're bangin' around the place ful not to make any more noise than was really
where you left 'em yet."
necessary. Over little hills and across boll ws
"We'll go right away and soon find out."
·the two made their way, sometimes being unable
It was not necessary · to advise Jim Dart to to see the camp-fire at all.
keep a good watch, so after telling him and the
But each time they came to a slight elevation,
girls that they would not be gone very long, the
young deadshot and the scout slipped away from they were able to see it, and closer-and closer it
the camp. Wild led the way up the hill toward became. At length the two were within two ,
the spot where Bill Gibbons and his two pards hundred feet of the blazing fire, and then they
had been conversing. While he knew that they paused long enough to note that it was right at
were in camp there, it struck him that their camp the foot of a sloping bank and close to a big
could not be a very great distance away. They rock. They consulted in whispers for a minute or
had come there for the purpose of gettin' the gold two, and then dropping upon their bands and
old Sam Gansel was supposed to have hidden knees, crept noiselessly around to the left. Two
somewhere, and it was a very sure thing that they minutes later they were getting behind a big
would locate close to where he was living the iife boulder within a distance of thirty feet of the
of a recluse. But if he really lived five or six fire. Seated near the fire all of them smoking,
miles away from there they might have consid- were the three men they had set out to search
erable difficulty in finding them, after all. But for.
While it could easily have been called a camp-,
Wild did not believe this. He was almost certain
there was nothing in the way of a tent there.
that Gansel had a hiding-place very close by.
Charlie followed the boy up the hill to the ' The men had blankets, which were spread upqp
bushes where Wild had been concealed while a rock as if to give them an airing, or perhaps
~ listening to the conversation ' of the three men. dry them, and three saddles and the other things
When he got to the exact spot where he had used upon a horse were heaped upon the ground,
been crouching it did not take long to convince A 'few cooking utensils were there, too, and also
the boy that the trio had moved away from the a couple of shovels, a pick and some battered
t3pot. After waiting for fully five minutes and pans, a~ well as a rather lean bag that probably
not hearing a sound other than those made by once had contained provisions. The bag they had
the insects and night-birds, the young deadshot taken from Wing, the cook, was nowhere to be
pushed his way through the bushes and walked seen, and as Cheyenne Charlie thought of how the
heathen had fooled them, he chuckled to himself.
down into a little hollow. ·
"You can't think of jest what we oughter do;
This was right where the three men had halted,
and Wild promptly looked around for something eh, Bill?" one of the men said, as he turned to
in the way of a path. He knew the direction the leader.
"Not yet," was the reply. "But I'll think of
titey had approached from, so when he tu:r:ned
fhat way and discovered a narrow passage be- something afore very long. One thing is mighty
tween two rocks that foamed up as high as twenty sure. We had better not try to steal anything feet, · he 'took it for granted that they had come from Young Wild West's ciimp. There ain't no
• that way and quite likely had returned by the use in rµnnln' the risk of gittin' filled full of
same route. Just why they had come to that lead."
"But we've got to have some grub," the third
particular spot to hold their conversation he had
no idea. · But when he got to the end of the little man declared, with a shake of the head.
"We ain't so bad off. Got the haunch of a
passage between the rocks and found that it
commanded a view of a portion of the ravine black bear yet, an·' I reckon anybody oughter
where their camp was located, he decided that starve to death up this way if he couldn't shoot
straight enough to knock over all the game he
they must have b~n watching there.
While the tents could not be seen, the light wanted."
that came from the lantern showed plainly upon
"Bear-meat, vension an' birds is all right," the
the foliage at a distance of probably two hundred · man :whp had spoken first after the arrival of
yards away. It was not at all likely that the Wild and Charlie remarked. "But a feller is
men had turned that way, so Wild dropped upon bound to git sick of it, especially wheI_l he ain't
his hands and knees and crept along in the dark- got nothin' in the way of bread with it."
ness. feeline- for somethine- that mie-ht be the
"WA've aot a little meal. ain't we?
The
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heathen give us that much, an' ·a few potatoes,
too. But I never thought there was a blamed
big tree-stump in the bag or I wouldn't have
dragged it all the way here." It was the fellow
called Mulligan who said this, and he promptly
arose to his feet and went ~,ehind a rock a short
distance away and brought forth tre_ bag they
had taken from Wing. But the tree-rc.ot was not
in it. All it now contained was the half dozen
potatoes. Mulligan turned these out upon the
ground.
,. "May as well roast 'em, I s'pose," he remarked,
as he--began picking them up and tossing them
into the fire.
"You ain't gittin' hungry ag'in, are you, Muiligan:" 'Bill Gibbons asked.
"No, not exactly: But we kin roast 'em so
they're putty nigh do:1e, an' then we kin have
potatoes for breakfast..'. '._
"That ain't a bad idea. But jest see to it that
they don't burn. 'Taters is somethin' I ain't
tasted in a month."
.
"None of us ain't, I reckon," Pete declared. "I
allowed that I was goin' to have some.. Injun
cakes for breakfast, too. That bag of meal ain't
very much, but it will sartinly give us a change
for two or three meals anyhow." .
"There's just about enough meal in that bag
for one breakfast, ·i f -it's maBe into cakes," Muiligan declared, solemnly. "What's the use of
tryin' to say it would make enough for two or
three meals?"
"Some people is hogs," the leader ventured, a
ring of sarcasm in his voice. "Maybe you're one
of them kind."
"All right. I was only sayin' what we could
eat if we was a mind to," and Mulligan shrugged
his shoulders. They continued to talk in this
way, dwelling principally upon the topic of food.
Oharlie became tired of it, and after waiting for
' l!,bout five minutes, he nudged his companion and
whispered:
"Hadn't we better give them galoots a surprise Wild?"
.
"I 'was just tninking--1i.bout that, Charlie. Suppose we show ourselves, and then try and make
them tell us all they know about the old hunter
and his hidden gold."
"Jest the thing. Come on."
"All right. Now you keep cool. I'll do the
talking." Then the boy quickly arose to his feet.
Charlie followed- his example, and both stepped
noiselessly ·toward the fire. Mulligan had finished
putting the potatoes into the live coals, and he
was moving them about with a stick. He looked
up and was the first to see the two, who were
now stll.nding within ten feet of the tTio.
"Hey, there!" he exclaimed, sharply.
"Don't be frightened," Young Wild West answered, in his cool and easy way. "We thought
we would come up this way and see how you were
making out. Stopped a while behind that rock
back here and heard you talking. Haven't got
much in the way of grub, eh?"
"Who are you?" Bill Gibbons asked, trying to
make it appear . that he was bold and indifferent,
as he .arose to his feet.
"Why, you ought to know me. I heard you
mention my name a little while ago."
"Are you Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot?"

"I reckon that's just who I am. You are Bill,
are you not?"
"Yes, Bill Gibbons is my name. What did you
come here for?"
"To see how you are makfng out. Too bad our
cook didn't give you more than he did."
"You're makin' fun of us, Young Wild West,"
Gibbons decla1·ecl, uneasily. "You came here to
clean us out, an' I know it. You're jest waiting
for us to make a move to pull a gun, or somethin' like that. Then you'll fill us full of holes
in no time. But I ain't goin' to pull no gun, so
if -you're bound to shout me, go ahead an' do it."
"I didn't come here for that purpose, Mr. Gibhons, so you needn't fear that you will be shot,
unless you undertake to do some shooting yourself." ·
,
Pete and Mulligan breathed' sighs of relief, but
Gibbons appeared to · be more indifferent than
ever.
"Say, you sneakin' coyote," Cheyenne Charlie
· said; as he stepped up to him and laid a hand
on his shoulder, "you're puttin' up a mighty big
bluff, an' I know it. You're jest as scared as you
kin be, but you're makin' out you ain't. Now,
then, it ain't for me to say anything, but I can't
help tellin' you that if you go to lyin' to ~s
you'll git two or three holes put through you
afore you strike the ground. You hear what I
say."
,
"Never mind, Charlie," Wild said, motioning
him to- step back. "I told you I'd do the talking."
"I know you did, Wild. Excuse me. But I
couldn't help sayin' somethin', 'cause I kin always
tell when a man's scared almost to death an'
makin' out that he ain't." Gibbons shrugged his
shoulders and hung his head. Evidently he was
afraid to deny what the scout said.
"I reckon we ·ain't got no-thin' to lie about
Young Wild West. Your pard ·said that we had
better not lie," he ventured, after a slight pause.
"All right, then. I'll ask you a question or
two. What are you hanging around these parts
for?"
"We're prospectors. Can't you see that?" and
Gibbons turned and pointed to the mining implements that lay on the ground a short distance
away.
"You're looking for gold-dust, eh?"
"Yes, that's all. The yeller siuff is mighty
hard to find, too."
·
"I thought probably you were looking for gold
that had already been found and was in the possession of somebody." The boy looked him
squarely in the eyes as he said this.
Pete and
Mulligan dropped their heads, and then Gibbons
shifted his feet about uneasily and turned his
ga:ie to the ground.
"Do you know a peculiar old man whose name is
Gansel ?" Wild went on, in his cool and easy way.
"We've seen him, I r.eckon," came the reply,
rather slowly.•
"Do you know where he lives?"
"No."
This came from all three of them, and was
said in a manner that could be taken for truthfulness.
"He has a pile of gold stowed away somewhere, I believe," Wild remarked, after a pause.
"We don't know nothin' about that."
"Yes, you do. Now you heard what Cheyenne
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path. As they reached the top of the bluff after 1
going up hill and down, the two pursuers caught
sight of the fellow. The ribs and other bones
seemed to shine with a glow that made it appear
weird in the extreme. This ·had not been noticed
before, but Wild readily understood it.
''Phosphorus, Ch-.ie," he said, coolly. "He
must have painted nimself up a little while he
was running. But never mind. Just follow me."
"I'm right after you, Wild," came the reply.
"1;'fu do~·~ want to hurt the feller, of course."
Certamly not. ½ e want to catch him and
then we'll mighty quick solve the mystery ~f the
Phantom Canoe and all that concerns it." On
they ran, and in a very short time they came to
the spot wher~ Wild had first discovered the
three vi_llains. But the fugitive was very fleetf<?oted, 1t seemed, and they could see nothing of
him. However, as they went back toward the
top ?f the cliff they heard the_ footsteps again.
Straight to the edge of the cliff they · ran, and
then finding themselves in an open space, they
looked in both directions. But there was nothing
to be seen.
"Wild," said the scout, in a hoarse whisper,
as he clutched the young deadshot by the arm,
"do you s'pose the feller could hav.e jumped over
the cliff?"
"Hardly, Charlie," was the reply. "We would
have heard the splash in the wa~r if anything
like that had happened. But certainly no man
would take such a chance as that. He has found
a hiding-place somewhere about. Tile thing for
us to do is to discover it. Come on. You go to
the right, and I will go to the left. There are
lots of rocks and bushes around here. Maybe
one of us will find him without having to wait
very long." Charlie quickly turned to the right
as directed, and revolver in hand, began searching about in every spot that might conceal the
queer object.
He continued on for perhaps a hundred feet,
a~d then suddenly tM ground gave way beneath
his feet, and down he went like a shot. A sharp
cry came from his lips as he did so, and then
CHAPTER VI.-Charlie's Tumble.
the next thing he knew he was rolling down a
"The skeleton!" exclaimed Bill Gibbons, ex- steep place amid a cloud of dust. Thud! Cheyenne
citedly, ignoring Young Wild_ ~e~t and Cl:eye~ne Charli~ brought up with a jolt that nearly took
Charlie -completely and gazmg m the direct10n the br~:1th from his body. His gun had fallen
in which the gruesome-looking object had dis!'-p-_ from liis hand, and as he lay the're trying to
peared. His two pards stepped back, showmg get his wits about him, a mocking laugh sounded
close at hand. That was quite sufficient to bring
.
that they were considerably frig~tened.
"Come on, Charlie," Young Wild West whis- him back to his senses.
"Hey, there!" he called out, excitedly. "Where
pered, not paying any further attenti?n to the
three. "I reckon we have got somethmg to do are you, anyhow?" There was another laugh,
now." Away they dashed, leaving Bill Gibbo_ns which sounded hollow and indistinct, and then all
and his pards standing near their camp-fire. Wild was silent. It was dark as pitch where the scout
bent upon solving the mystery of the canoe and had landed, and a strang~ feeling of deep
its skeleton occupant, now felt that there was a solemnity came over him. Probably it struck ·
him that he had fallen into· liis grave while yet
good chance of doing it.
. He ran lightly over the ground in the direc- alive. The man dressed to represent a human
tion the so-called skeleton had taken. Charlie, skeleton, certainly was down there, too, for he
who was somewhat superstitious as a rule, had firmly believed that it was he who had given
no fear at all, that it was anything but a human vent to. the mocking laugh.
being rigged out to represent a skeleton, so he _ Feeling sure that Wild must have heard his
willingly ran after the · young deadshot. Wjld -shout when he- :felt himself.. going downward, the
had not covered more than fifty yards when ·he scout did not venture to call ·out again. It hapheard the.footsteps of the strange :man they -were pened that he had -but- one revolver ·with him
. . when he left the ca;n,p: Usually· he carrfad a
pursuing. .
_ He was..B:oing _dir!_!ctly the 'Y9.Y they h84 _com~,. prace of th~m. but this waa one- of. the thrtes
ao all the;V' had to do was to keep upon the deer- when he had -failed to do - s-o. Hall'.t~g lost the

Charlie said a little while ago, so look out and
don't lie to us."
"I reckon he may have some gold, an' that
we've heard about it. There! Does that suit
you? There ain't no lie about that."
"All right. You're after his pile of gold, too."
.There was no reply to this.
"Come!" Wild exclaimed, sharply. "Speak out.
You are anxious to get hold of Gansel's pile of
gold. Is that right or wrong?"
"I s'pose it's right."
"He don't want it himself," Pete declared, earnestly, "so why shouldn't we want it? He's jest
keepin' it hid away so nobody kin have any benefit from it."
"Then you take it for granted that whoever
can be the first to steal it should be entitled to
the gold?"
"You kin call" it that way if you want to."
"All right, then. Now I know pretty well what
you are. You certainly are a fine set of villains.
I am going to tell you semething, and you had
better listen to what I say. If you fellows. do
·any harm to Gansel, or are caught sneaking
around our camp again, you will be shot full of
·holes. I reckon that will be about all for the
present." Neither Wild nor Charlie had· ~rawn
.t neir guns. There really had been no :necessity to
do it, since the three men showed no signs of putting up anythin_g- like a fight. The young dead~hot stepped back and motioned Charlie to follow him.
"Huh!" exclaimed the scout, scornfully, as he
looked at the trio, "you're gittin' off migh·, y easy,
you measly coyotes. You oughter thank your
stars that you didn't git filled with lead." At
that moment there was a sharp rustling in the
bushes close at hand, and all eyes turned in the
direction the sounds came from. Across a small
_open space, what seemed to be a ~uman skeleton
dashed, only to disappear almost mstantly.
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one he had, he stood . little chance . of defending
himself should the skeleton man take a notion
to appeal' before .liim and 'threaten . to do him
bodily harm.
.
.
After waiting fully thre.e minutes and moving
his arms and legs to make sure that no bones
were broken, Charlie decided to risk lighting a
match. As he did this, •
sickly glare that
illumi,ned the dark place he had tumbled intq
enabled him to see that it was something like
a. pit. He could not see the top of it at all, nor
- could he see the stars overhead, for it happened
t;hat ther.e. were so many trees a,bove that the
t'ollage from. . them shut off ~he light entirely.
Dropping upon his hands and Jmees and holdihg the match before him Charlie crept~about the
bottom of. the pit, _and when. he .suddenly saw his
revolver lying half buried in the loosened dirt, he
gave vent to a low exda~ation of ~atisfaction.
Gripping the weapon, he arose to his feet, and
then he fearlessly turned in the direction the
mocking laugh had come from. But it was only
a very few feet he could .go, for he suddenly
brought up against what seemed to be a solid
wall of rock. Another match was lighted, and he
discovered that to all appearances it would be
impossible to go any further in that direction
"Mighty strange," he muttered. "Maybe that
laugh came from above, after all. I reckon that
feller was tryin' to lead us into a trap when he
found we wa~ tollowin' him. But it's all right.
I'll find a way to git out· of here. I'll jest let
Wild know where 1 am right away. .I'll fire a
shot." Turning the muzzle of his revolver toward the ground, he pulled the trigger. The report that followed was almost deafening, since
the confines of the pit caused it to echo and !eecho into a xoar. The sound had scarcely died
away when a voice called out from above:
' "Hello!"
·
"Is that you, Wild?" Charli~ cried, eagerly.
"Yes," came the reply. "Where are you?"
1
"Look out, or you'll tumble down here. I'm
in some blamed pit about a mile from the top of
the earth."
· "Are you hurt?"
"Only scratched up a little bit. Quite a tumble
I took, WiM."
"You'll have to wait until I can go and get
a rope then."
· "All right. Hurry, will you? I ain't afraid
of stayin' down here, but things is so blamed
uncanny, an' I heard that skeleton man laugh at
me after I tumbled down, that it ain't exactly
pleasant to stay here."
"Just keep cool, and L'll be back in a few minutes. I see ~o other way to do. I have found
where you tumbled downward, and I can see that
there would be no chance for me to get down
without taking a tumble myself. I'll have to get
a rope, and that's all there is to it."
"Go on, Wild. I'll wait," and then the scout
lighted another match, and finding a place to sit
down, promptly did so, resigned to wait until
the young deadshot returned with a rope: Wild
had heard the scout's cry, but it was so indistinct,
he being quite a little distance from the spot at
the time, that he could not make out the exact
direction it came fTom. However, he knew where
-Charlie had gone. He had told him to take to
the right, while he himself would go to the left.

Probably there may have been a distance between
them of two hundred feet when tne accident ti>
Charlie occurred.
· ·
The young deadshot listened for the cry- to be
repeated, and not hearing it again, he quickly
made up his mind to go and find out what the
trouble was. Naturally · he thought that Charlie
~ad di_sco':e!ed the mysterious man who was posmg as a hvmg human skeleton. Wild hurried on,
and in a few seconds he was within a few feet of
the v.ery-- spot where the scout had taken the
sudden drop into the pit. Fortunately he did not
go directly to it, but slightly to the right, and
the first thing he knew he found himself right
against a big rock.
·
At first he was going to shout to learn if possible where his partner was, but on second
thought he decidect_ not to do so just yet. It being
very dark there, smce there were so many trees
with branches spreading overhead, he could ,not
see more than a few feet. After listening for a
few seconds and not hearing anything that either
the scout or the one they had been following was
anywhere near, he struck a match. It- was a .
lucky thing for him that he did so, for as he
held it up before him to take a look he , saw a
yawninlf hole within a few feet of -hlm.
"Ah!' he exclaimed, under his breath. "I .reckoa
I understand now why Charlie let out that cry.
The probablities are that he has tumbled into
this hole." Then it · was that the shot was fired,
and the result was as has already been recorded.
Wild· had found the whereabouts of Cheyenne
Charlie, and he now set out to get the rope with
all possible haste. It was easy for him to judge
that the scout was several feet below him, and
there was no possible way to get down there without taking the risk of a tumble; hence he had
chosen the proper course.
It did not take the young deadsh.ot Ion~ to get
back to the camp, and ·when he let those m waiting there know what had happened to Charlie,
there was considerable· excitement for a minute
or two. Anna was much alarmed, for she feared
that her husband might have suffered some in- .
jury, But Wild assuxed her that such was not,
the case, as Charlie had told him that he was aU
right beyond a few little scratches.
"Hop, you can go with me," the boy said, nodding to the clever Chinee. I may need a little
help in pulling him out of the pit."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop, very glal
of the opportunity of lending a helping han<l.
grabbed up a long rope an.: was ready to go.
"Maybe you had better take a lantern, Wild,•
Jim suggested.
"No," was the reply. "There is no need of
running any risk. We found the three villains
all right, and had a talk witb. them. But it waa
while we were trying to fin~ the skeleton man
that Charlie tumbled into the pit. I haven't time
to tell you any more just now. I'll have him
back here in a very few minutes. They all knew; . _.,,.
it would be useless to ask for. any further information, so remained silent as the young deadshot and Hop }).uxriedly left the camp.
Wild had no difficulty in getting back to the
hole. He was very careful as he was nearin~ it_
however, for he was not quite sure that he m1ght
not have made a mistake and would tumble into
it. After lighting a couple of matchesJie located
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· it. aU right~ and then leaning over as· close as he
dared .without being in danger of slipping downward, he called out:
. · "Hello, Charlie!"
"Hello!" came the reply. "You have got back,
eh?"
·• "Yes, and Hop is with me. Now then, look out
for the rope." He did not have to tell Hop. what
to do. ,The .Chinaman ·already had uncoiled the
l-ope, and ·he began•lowering one end of it.
· Wild saw a ·!ighf at 'the bottom just then, and
he knew Charlie had struck a match. This was
indeed the case, and the moment the rope was
within reach of him it was eagerly seized. It
did not take the scout more than a minute to
tie. it about his body under the arms. Then he
called out:
"All right. Pull• me up." The young deadshot
lent his assistance to . the Chinaman, and the result was that Cheyenne Chal'l1e was safely landed at the top.
"Great gimlets!" was the exclamation thllt
came from the rescued man's lips when he found
himself standing upon solid ground out of the
- pit. "That was quite a shake-up that I had,, an'
don't you forgit it. It surprised me so that I
almost forgot to let out a yell. You heard it all
right, eh, Wild?"
"Yes, I heard it, and right after I got here
and discovered the hole you tired tne Shot. Then
it was easy to locate you." ·
"Mighty glad to git out all right. · But say,
Wild, that feller with the rigs an' bones an' all
them things that looks like a graveyard is sartinly
down there somewhere. He laughed at me as if
he was mockin' me. But I couldn't find him,
even after I'd struck a match. As near as I
could tell, the laugh came ·from the side that
way," pointing toward the river. "But there was
nothin' there but solid rock, or else maybe there
might have been so·me kind of a secret door. Such
things have often been found by us, you know."
. "Maybe that is the case, Charlie. But it's all
right. We won't bother any more to-night. The
first thing after breakfast in the morning we'll
come up here and make an investigation." The
scout was quite willing to give it up for the
night, so a few minutes later he returned to the
camp with Wild and Hop. Then the full story
was told, and the mystery was declared to be'
still unsolved.
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both the Chinamen saw her when she left. The
girl was not long in ascending to the top of 'the
hill, and then she moved along to the right, where
the top of the cliff overlooked the water directly
below. -It seemed that the girl was going to have
her wish gratified, for she had barely got there
when she saw an empty canoe bobbing up and
down in the river. It was about half way across,
and appeared to be anchored...
"There is not much of a phantom about the
canoe, for it is as real as any I ever saw," she
thought. "Now then, I'll just wait and see what
happens." She leaned her rifle against a rock,
anct then sat clown, keeping her gaze tixed ·directly
upon the little craft below. Presently she saw
the canoe start slowly toward the foot of the cliff.
She gave a start and leaned over a little closer
to get more of a view. _At that moment a footstep sounded behind her, and with a startled cry
the girl turned and-looked. But she was too late.
Bill Gibbons and his two men were within a few
feet of her, and before she could even pull her
revolver she was roughly seized 1and a hand was
thrust over her mouth, preventing an outcry.
. "I told you so, boys!" Gibbons exclaimed, triumphantly. "I knowed we was goin' to strike
something in the way of luck. It's a might good
thing I was taking a peep out this way, or I
never would have seen the gal come up the hill
carryin' a rifle. I knowed ~ could git her, an'
by doin' it we've made ourselves putty solid, I
reckon. Now then, we kin jest hold her till we
make terms with. Young Wild West. Don't let
her yell, whatever you do." One of the men was
standing close enough to the · edge of the cliff to
see the canoe, which was slowly moving to the
shore beneath him.
·
"There's that blamed canoe with nobody in it
ag'in," he said.
"Never mind the canoe," the leader retorted.
"We'll attend to that later on. We've got the
gal now, an' that's goin' to be the means of makin'
us win out. We won't give her up till Young
Wild West has divided what grub he's got with
us, an' give his promise not to bother us. Now
then, come on. Fetch her back here." Arietta
was struggling hard, as might be supposed, but
in the hands of two of the men she was but a
child, and she quickly gave it up as useless. They
dragged her back among the rocks and bushes,
and then it was not long before they came to a
shallow cave that was hardly a hundred yards
from the pit the scout had fallen into the night
CHAPTER VII.-'The Villains Catch Arietta.
before.
The usual watch was kept during the night,
The three villains had decided to shift their
· but nothing occurred to disturb the camp, and camp after it had been visited by Young Wild
shortly after daybreak all hands were up and West and Cheyenne Charlie, so they had moved
moving about. Young Wild West was eager to closer to the cliffs. The cave would afford them
get to the pit Cheyenne Charlie had tumbled into protection in case they wer.e . attacked, they
the night before, so he told the cook to hufry thought, and so they had accepted it as being just
along with the . breakfast. Arietta, who had been what they needed. The opening in the bank ran
one of the first to appear, took her rifle and back possibly twenty feet, and the natural roof
walked up the hill, thinking she might have the must have been fifteen feet high, while the mouth
opportunity to get a shot at something in the itself was its wide as any other part of the cave.
way of game, or perhaps see the Phantom Canoe
Not only had they slept there themselves, but
in th!l river below.
they had tied the two horses inside as well. Rising
Wild was · assisting in giving the horses a clean- very early that morning, Bill Gibbons had taken
ing, so he did not see his sweetheart when she a little walk, and it was natural that he should go
left the camp. But Arietta was not afraid of go- toward the camp of our friends. He was not
ing away from the camp, especially for a short more than a hundred feet from the crest of the
distance, so she said nothing to any one, though hill that overlooked the river when he saw Arietta
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coming up, rifle in hand. Then he had quickly my release?" the girl asked, as she looked about,
called his two companions, and the result was that and finding a stone conveniently close by, sat
they had easily captured the girl.
upon it.
Arietta had · experienced so much of that sort
"Mighty cool, ain't she, Bill?" Pete remarked,
of bus~ess that she really was more mortified showing genuine surprise.
than fr1ghtenecr at having fallen into the hands
"Nothin' $trange about that, is there?" was
/'!f the three villains. Anyhow, what the leader the retort. "Ain't she Young Wild West's gal!
said partly convinced her that they meant to do She's the one what's generally with him. Can't
her no harm. They were simply going to hold you tell her by her nice yaller hair? You have
her in order to make terms with \Hld and his _seen 'em all, ain't you?"
.
partners. As she was dragged into the cave and
"Yes, I've seen 'em, an' I know she's one of
brought to a standstill, Pete and Mulligan hold- the gals what goes with Young Wild West, but
ing her tightly, the former with his big hand Whether she's what you kin call his gal, he instill pressed over her mouth, Bill Gibbons pulled tendin' to marry her, I don't know, nor I don't
a gun from the holster at his side, and placing s'pose I care a whole lot. But, anyhow, she's a
the muzzle within a few inches of her breast, mighty coo\ one."
said:
Arietta paid no attention to this remark. She
was looking straight at Gibbons.
"Now then, gal, I don't jest know whether you
. "What are your terms?" she repeated.
could be heard by your friends down at your
"N h' , h ,
h
h
l w
camp or not, but I'm goin' to tell you mighty plain
ot m t at s muc out of t e way~ ga ·
e
want
some
flour,
some
salt
an'
some
bacon,
most
that if you let out a scream or anyth ing like that, ofio all. We've got a little coffee yet, but a pound
I'll shoot you. ;r'here ain't no use in me tellin' or two of that wouldn't be out of place. Now
you anything more. You have been around .then, if we was to ask for that much do you
enough to know about sich. things. It may b,e think there would be anything wrong about it?"
that you have been captured by outlaws or some"If you had not proven yourselves to be vilthin' of · the kind afore, an' if you have it's a lains by attempting to rob the camp and had
putty sure thing that you oughter know how to come in a decent, respectful way and asKcd for
act. Take your hand away from the gal's mouth, something in the way of nrovis10ns, I am quite
Pete." Then Gibbons leaned -the girl's rifle, which sure you would have received them. Young Wild
he had brought with him from the spot where West isn't in the habit of turning away those
she had been surprised and captured, against a who are hungry or in need of anythii;ig."
rock, and smiled in what might have been taken
"There ain't no use in talkin' like that now,
for a reassuring way. Arietta did not make an gal," and Gibbons shrugged his shoulders.
outcry. While she hardly thought the villain "Young Wild West an' his pards is down on us,
would make good his threat, she decided that it an' I s'pose they wouldn't hesitate a minute to
would be better to go a little easy.
•
shoot us all dead, if theJ was to come. along
"Do you thin~ you will gain anything by this'll" • right now an' see you here a prisoner."
she asked, quite c9olly.
,,..
"They might not shoot you dead, but I rather
"I sartinly do think that way, miss," Gibbons think you would be treated somewhat roughly,"
retorted. "You heard what I said a little while and the girl actually smiled.
ago. Won't that be gainin' somethin'? We W¥,t
"Well, gal, what do you think of the proposiflour an' some other stuff, an' it's too far to tion I'm goin' to make? Of course it must be
think of goin' an' gittin' it an' then comin' back understood that we're to be let alone ::ifter we
here. It would take too long, you know. We've give up in exchange for the grub we want."
got a little business here, an' it may keep us
"I hardly think that Young Wild West or hi~
here a week or so yet. Now then; all you have partners either would agree to any such propoto do is to write a note to Young Wild West, me sition. At any rate I will write a note."
tellin' you what to write, an' then it won't be
She. did, and Gibbons took it, tieg. it to a stone,
very long afore you'll be back with 'em ag'in. and rolled it down tM hill to Wild's camp. He
Have you got anything in the way of paper with then ran as fast as he could to the place where he
you, gal?"
had left Arietta and the two other villains.
"No, I haven't. I refuse to write a note, any"It's all right," he said, as he caught his breath
how."
somewhat. "I delivered the no1_;e. Now then, we'll
see how we'll make out."
"Well, I s'pose if you refuse there ain't no way
"There is onii-'thing you forgot to tell me when
of makin' you do it," and the villain shrugged I was writing that note," Arietta said, smiling
his shoulders just. as if he partly expected to at him.
hear her say that much. Arietta looked at him
"What's that, gal?"
sharply. She now understood that even th ough
"You didn't say where the Chinaman was ta
he might be a very ignorant man, he possessed bring the provisions."
considerable shrewdness, and undoubtedly was
"That's all right. I ain't worryin' about that.
capable of doing things that the ordinary run I'm goin' back a little ways, an' I'll be where
of such men could not do.
I kin see · him comin'. He'll come somewhere.
"It won't make an awful lot of difference, gal," Most likely Young Wild West will think /we're
Gibbons went on to say, smilingly. "If you don't where he found us last night."
write the note I kin write one myself. It will
"Oh! You are a very shrewd man, I see," and
be about the same thing, thoug:1, of course, if aga~n the girl laughed.
'
you done it an' advised Young Wild West to agree
Gibbons waited, a while and then thinking ifi
to the terms I'm goin' to- offer, it would help it about time to go and look for the Chinaman, he
along a whole lot."
' again cautioned the two men to be careful and
:"What terms are you going to offer him for - not le.t the girl escaP.e, and 1set out. This tim~
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he ;p;.oceeded toward a high point from which he
nn~·tit be able to see anyone who might be appr ·:ehing from the camp of Young Wild West.
H ;had barely got to the top of the ascent when
he 'was agreeably surprised to see a Chinaman
walking slowly along and carrying a bag that
·
seeJ'lled to be well filled.
":tfooray! " he exclaimed , under his breath. "I
reckon I'm jest about as smart as Young Wild
We§t is. I don't care nothin' about the gal, an'
jesf, as soon as I git the grub an' the guarantee
th~ we ain't goin' to be interfered with, she kin
g~!liack to her friends."
;

:

,..,.

~

:CHAPTE R 'VIII-Th e Plan of Gibbons Fails.
Arietta had been gone from the camp probably
fly~ minutes when Wild, having finished rubbing
down his horse, came back and asked for her.
Anna and Eloise did not know of -her absence,
and they looked around in surprise. But Hop
qu_ickly stepped fotward and explained how he ·
had seen the girl take her rifle and go toward
.
the top of the hill.
"Ahl" and Wild smiled. "She has..start ed out
on her own hook to try and solve the strange mystery of the canoe and skeleton man. I reckon she
won't go any farther than the top of the cliff,
though, so we'll wait a while."
· Meanwhil e the cook was going right ahead with
the preparati ons for the breakfast , and as all
hands were hungry, as usual, no one would object to it being ready very soon. Wild waited
about ten minutes longer, and then as Arietta
did not return, he became somewha t uneasy.
"I reckon I'll have a walk up there and see
bow she is' making out," he remarked , as he picked
up his rifle.
"The best thing you can do, Wild," the scout's
wife declared. "She may have gone down to the
foot Q! the cliff, and it is posijible that something
may have happened to her."
.Wild was not long in getting to the top of the
hill. He could see the fresh footprints of his
sweethea rt where the ground was soft, and when
he found she had not turned to go-down to the
river, he looked the other way. But she was nowhere to be seen, and after hunting around for
fully five minutes, he became somewha t puzzled.
Back he went to the spot where one must go in
order ~o get to the bottom of the cliff. But the
'l's footprints were not there. She had turned
• other way. The boy stood there thinking
· rd, when suddenly he heard hurried footsteps
a short distance away. Bounding toward some
bushes, he pushed them aside, and was just in
time to see a man running as if he was in a
great hurry. It was Bill Gibbons.
Wild saw him long enough to recognize him,
too, and the fact that he was in such a hurry
made him think it proper to investigat e. He
·.started quickly in the direction the villain had
taken, for he had disappear ed behind some rocks,
and finding a sort of path, he followed it along
cautiously until he heard voices. The young deadshot was not at all surprised at this, for he knew
the three villains would hang about the vicinity.
But he never ext>ected to find his sweethea rt a
prisoner with them. He moved along slowly and
noiselessl y, and in a very short time he was

.
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looking almo.st squarely into the cave where Ari~tta sat as calmly as if she was merely rehearsmg a part. The boy moved up a little closer
and heard Gibbons talking about what he had
done. The boy understoo d it all now. If be had
chosen ~o do so he ~ould have surprised the trio
and easily rescued his sweethea rt. But as he listened and picked up enough to make him understand som,ething of what was going on he decid·'
ed to wait a little while.
When Gibbons got up to go and watch for the
Chinaman , Wild laughed softly to himself. The
fact that his sweethea rt was so cool and unconcerned made him less anxious to-punish the scoundrels immediat ely. Btit after Gibbons had been
gone a couple of minutes he decided that it was
about time for Arietta to be released. He pulled
one of his guns, and then rising to his feet, walked ·
softly toward the cave. Arietta was the first to
see him, and the start she gave caused the two
men guarding her to turn and look around.
"What's the trouble, little girl?" the young
dea<lsh~t asked; i!J, his cool and easy way, at the
same _trme covermg the two men.
"They surprised me, Wild. I couldn't help it.
I was looking over the cliff at the Phantom Canoe when they crept upon me, and before I could
help myself I was seized and kept from screaming."
"No apology needed, Et. Such things will happen. They have happened to me, 'in fact. But
what is the scheme, anyway? I heard enough
to make me understan d part of it. Trying to
make a deal with me to let you go free, eh?"
"That's it, Wild. I wrote a note, and I suppose it was delivered at the camp."
"I don't know anything about that,~' and' the
boy showed some surprise. "I have been out look~
ing for you, so probably I wasn't at the camp
when the note got there."
While this conversat ion was going 'o n Pete and
Mulligan sat as if . they expected every minute
would be their last. The ,b oy kept moving his revolver slowly back and forth, so at intervals of
the fraction of a second it pointed at each of
them. Neither showed the least signs of putting
up a fight. Arietta now a1·ose from the stone
she had been sitti:qg on and walked out of the
cave.
"Wild," she said, somewha t coaxingly , "these
men are no doubt scoundrel s, but they are so
innocent about it that it would seem a shame to
shoot them."
"You think so, eh? What do you want me to
do with them then?"
"Give them half an hour to gfit away from
here and promise 'fue;in if they show up again
they will surely die."
"That is pretty good advice, little girl. But
I will have to find the._ other ·f ellow first. I re&on
·
I'll go and look for h'im now."
"He's foolish enough to expect that one of
the Chinamen will bring the provision s he demands and also a note signed by you to the effect that the three of them will not be interfered
with again if 1 am released."
"He's foolish enough to think that, eh? Well.
I reckon he don't know me very well."
,
"They all seem to know you, Wild."
"I told you last night that I knowed you," cama
the reply from Pete.
"Yes, I believe one of you did say something- ,
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But you are so ignorant that you
didn't stop to think that such a demand as (;;ibbons was making wouid surely not be granted by
me"
,;I didn't think ~uch of it, but I didn't say
nothin'," Pete declared with a shrug of the
.shoulders.' "As far as I'm to be counted in 1 l 'rn
willin' to git away from here an~ not come back
ag'in. There am't nothin' sure about t.llere bein' .
gold hid anywhere about, anyhow."
"Nothing sure of it, eh?"
"No."
· Wild thought a moment, and he decided that it
might be sare to go on away from the cave and
leav1: the two men there. But then again it was
possible that they would pluck up sufncient courage to shoot at him from behind.
"I reckon you had better go with us," he said,
as he ~ame to a decision. Corne on. We'll go and
find Gibbons, and then I'll tell all three of you just
what you have got to do."
The two men showed that they were greatly
relieved, and promptly walked out of the cave.
. Arietta now stepped back and took possesion of
her rifle and revolver. Wild did not remove the
weapons from the belts of the two men, for he
knew he would be able to watch them pretty well.
· "Now then," he said, as they were ready to go,
"you can thank your stars that I haven't shot you
for handling the young lady so roughly. If it
were not that you were so ignorant I ·certainly
would feel' like riddling you with _bullets. But she
has suggested that you be permitted to leave here,
and that's the way it is going to be. · Go ahead
now and lead the way to where your pard is."
"We don't know where he went," Mulligan declar ed, in a frightened way, for he probably felt
that unless he was able to find Gibbons right away
he might be punished.
"That's all right. Go right on straight ahead
toward our camp. The chances are he is somewhere between here and there."
Th1! two walked along timidly, taking care to
keep their hands away from their revolvers.
Arietta, with her rifle over her shoulder and a
revolver gripped in her right hand, kept right
behind them, and Wild a little behind her. It
happened that they had take• a course that was
a little to the right of the way Bill Gibbons had
gone, and there being a small ridge between them
and where he had stationed himself, they went
ri ght on without seeing him. When they finally
came in sight of the camp the only ones to be
seen there were Anna, Eloise and Wing, the cook.
They were standing a~ if on the watch, and saw
Wild and Arietta corning witl'I the two prisoners
almost the moment they were seen themselves.
There was no exchange of words until the
young deadshot and his _sweetheart got to within
fifty feet · of the camp. Then Anna called out:
"What does this mean? Where are Charlie,
·
Jim and Hop?"
"Haven't seen them, I'm sure," Wild answered,
somewhat surprised.
"Why, they left here scarcely two minutes ago.
-Hop went ahead with a bag containing leaves and
dirt. You wrote a note, didn't you, Arietta?"
"I surely did," was the smiling reply.
"Well, we got _it, and Will,i not being here,
Charlie and Jim decided that the best thing to
do was to make it appear that they were complying with the demand, so Hop quickly filled a
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bag with the worthless stuff, and then set out.
while Charlie and Jim followed him so they could .
surprise the villains."
"That's how it is, eh?" the young deadshot ·ex- .
claimed, his face lighting up, for he now thor- .
oughly understood the whole thing. "All right•
Et, I am going to leave you in charge of these .
two fellows. Anna and Eloise can help you watch
them. I am going back to see how Charlie and
Jim are making out."
Not another word did he say, but at once hurried back up the hill. He had not gone very far
before he W'as stopped by a whispered voice cloes ·
at his left:
"Hello!" he called out, softly.
"It's . me, ·Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered.
"Look out, Hop is right ahead there talkin' to one
of them three galoots what was robbin' our camp
·.
last night."
Then Charlie showed himself, and- immediately
after Jim Dart arose from a clump of bushes
1~ght near him. Wild quickly joined th~m. Then
Jim pushed a bush aside and pointed ahead. Sure
~nough, ~he1·e was t?e clever Chinee, the bag lym~ at his feet, talkmg to Bill Gibbons. The viilam had come d?wn from the high spot which ,he
had been watching, and had met the Chinaman.
Hop had kept talking to him and making it appear that everything was all right, and that they
were _only too_ glad to do as he requested, while
Charlie and Jim had been watching and listening
ready to pounce upon the villain when he took
poss~s~ion of what he thought to be the bag of
provisions and set out for his hiding place. It
happened that Wild came along just in time to
prevent them from making this move. The boy' s
partners were only too glad to have him with
them, and as soon as they had explained matters
they waited to hear what he ·intended to do.
"WeH," ' the young deadshot sa id smilingly
"t~ere won't be much trouble about attending t~
this matter. The fact is that Arietta is back at
the camp, and so are this fellow's two pards. We
took them over there just now. We came down
the other side of that ridge over there, or we
surely would have seen you all here."
"What!" the scout exclaimed. "Took 'em pris·
oners, eh?"
"Yes. I happened to find where Arietta was.
She was surprised by the three, and taken to a
cave a shor t dist ance from he re. Then Gibbons
hit up<?n a plan by which h e mitht get hold of
somethmg to eat, and at the same time obtain a
promise from me that he would not be molested
by setting Arietta free. But it didn't work boys.
Wfll just ~ree~ up as close as we can, and then
we 11 surprise lum. When he learns that his two
pards are already prisoners I imagine that he
won't feel exa ctly comfortable."
Then the _boy beg_a n creeping through the
b~shes, Charlie a'll:d Jim promptly following him.
Gibbons was certamly elated. The Chinaman appeared to be so childlike and innocent that he
prided himself on being a very clever ma n in'
deed, to carry out the plan he had laid.
"You ain't told me what you have got in <the
bag, heathen," he was saying as the three crept
up to within a dozen feet of him.
Flour, salt,
"Me gottee plenty evelythling.
meal, bacon, canned tomatoes, and evelythlirig
else, so be. Plenty coffee and sugar, too. Me
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velly smartee Chinee. You le~tee Missee Alietta
gdt and me ghree you um bag."
·,
· CHAPT ER IX..:.._The Villains Assist in Solving
"That's aU- right, heathen . But there's somethe Mystery . :
thin' else I want. Did you git a note from Young
Wild West?"
Arietta had scarcely finished narrati ng her ex.!
"Me gittee lat, · too, ·but me losee."
pel'icnc e with the three scoundr els when Wild and
Then Hop felt in his . pockets · an.a shook his his pa rtners
wer e seen walking down
hill to
the camp. Behind them·ca me Ho_p Wah,the
h ea d,. as 1· f h e was sorry.
who was
.
·
leading
Bill
Gibbons
.
The
Chinam
an had taken
'You got a note from Young Wild We st .an~ his wea1>ons
from him, and was 1,Jrging him .along
lost it, eh? Well, that won't work here, heathen." by
occasio
nally
poking
him
in
the
back with his
"Lat allee light. Young_Wild We st allee s~mee own 1·evolver.
Pete and Mulliga n were sitting on
lit~ lat you no git4!e hurt if you lettee Missee the
ground,
and
Anna
and
Eloise
were coverin g
Ali;fta: go. Me lookee at um note and me knowee thP,m with
their rifles. But the chances are that
lat.
·
·
the
two
villains
"You couldn' t read a note what was -'V':'rote_by tempt to esca}>e would hardly have made an ateven H they ·had not -been guarded
anyone, heathen . You. don't ~now wha~ it .~aid·. " so
closely. They had given_ tip complet ely an(l
"Me-he ar whattee Misl1;r Wild say, ~o ~e.
waiting for the young _deadsho t to arrive
"You're sure Young Wild West don t mtend to were
and let t~em have a chance to get away from the
do anythin g to us for ketchin ' the gal; eh?"
. vicinity . Mulliga n frowned as he saw Gibbons_
"Velly muchee sure, so be."
hing, a prisone r.
·
Gibbons looked about in a hesitati ng sort of approac
"You're a fine feller, -B ill," he said disguste dly;
way: It was evident that he did not feel quite "Look
what you have got us into now. We're in
safe in going ahead without knowin g for a cer- a hole that's
so deep that we'll never git out ~g'in.
tainty that he was to be immune from any inter- For
part, rm through with this kind of. busiference from Young Wild West and his friends. ness.myI'm
After waiting for a momen t he stepped up. to the bother with·mighty sorry I ever underto ok to
these people."
·
Chinam an and took hold of the ba~.. This was
"Don't blame me for it," -came the retort. "If
what Charlie and Jim had been wa~tmg for, but things
didn't work my way it dont' mean that I
since the young deadsho t :Vas now with them they
tryin' hard enough. I thought sure that
left it to him. They had mtende d to po~nce, upon wasn't
was goin' to git hold of some grub. But they
the villain the moll?-ent he took possess ion of ~e we
can't say nothin' ag'in us, as far as hurtin' the
bag. for they knew ~t 'Yould be a pretty sure thmg gal
ed. We didn't do nothin' to her,
that he would look mside to se~ what the content s only isto concern
hold her, an' we didn't intend to hurt her,
were. Wild coolly arose to his feet ~nd stepped even if we
didn't git what w:e wanted ."
through the bushes. He was no~ particu lar ab?ut
"That's all right, Bill Gibbons," Young Wild
this in a noiseles s way, and Gibbons heard him. West
said, as he took him by the arm and pulle.J
Wilen he looked .around the young deadsh~ t w~s him toward
the other two. "There' s no need of
standin g bef?re him. smiling , 8: revolve r m his making excuses
. We know pretty well what sort
hand. Char11e and Jim then quickly appeare d.
of a feller you are and that's all that is neces"Whatt ee mattee? " Hop asked, looking at the sary.''
'
three as if he was greatly surpris ed.
. .
.
"What are you goin' to do with me, anyhow ?"
"Bill Gibbon s," the young deadsho t said, m his Gibbons asked,
as he looked around as if he excool and easy way, as he stepped directly up to
sympat hy from the girls.
the man, "I reckon your scheme hasn't worked pected
"I was just thinkin g about that. See here.
very w~ll. I don't mind telling you that the You
this way to .find a pile of gold that's
young lady you had as a prisone r is now back at hiddencame
somewh ere, didn't you?"
our camp. Your two man are_there, too, and ~ou
"Yes, that's right.''
can rest assured that they didn't go there willold fellow named Sam Gansel is suppose d
ingly. You will please accomp any us to the camp to "The
have it, isn't he?"
now. The bag of provisio ns vyon't do y9u any
"Yes.''
_
·
good, anyway , for ., ! hardly thmk there is any"You don't know where he lives, do you?"
thing in the bag that you would care to eat.
"We've
been tryin' to -find that out but we
Bop, suppose you dump it out and show him.''
can't."
'
Gibbons was staring at the young deadsho t
"What do you know about the canoe that goes
now. , The fact was that he was so surpris_ed that skimmi
lie was tempor arily speechl ess. The Chmam an pel it?"ng over the water with no one in it to progrinned broadly and then quickly dumped the
"Some kind of crazy work, I reckon, " the man
content s of the bag upon the ground. There was called
Pete answere d, shaking his head solemnly.
•othing but a heap of leaves and dirt.
"You think so, eh?" and the boy turned to him.
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Bill "Gibbons,"
"Old ~am Gansel is crazy at times, anyhow .''
the Chinam an said tantaliz ingly, as he gave the
"He is, eh? ~ou saw the skeletQn _run past
surpris ed villain a di£ in the ribs.
·
your camp last mght. What do you thmk about
"I reckon Jim a fool," cried Gibbons, as he
found the use of his tongue. "It's all up, Young him?"
"He's Sam Gansel, most likely.''
me full of holes. I though t I was mighty smart,
"Charli e," the young deadsho t said, , as he
l,ut now I see I ain't."
turned to the scout, "I reckon we had better tell
"That's all right Gibbons. Don't lose heart.
fellows about the pit you fell into. You a:re
You may live a long while yet. Come right alo~- these
prettv well satisfied that the mockin g-laugh you
a,w and we'll see what's going to be done with
heard came from under the ground somewh ere."
you}'
"l'J!I dead sartin of it, Wild," came the ~ply.
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, "Pit,' eh ?" Pete asked, a s if he had forgotten all anything you could lay your hands on if you
about his being a prisoner. "You don't m·ean the , thought you needed it. Now before you go I am
hole that's up there back of the cliff a little ways, .g oing to give you a little flour and salt. I reckon
you can get along with that, since you have all
· ~o yqu ?"
the chance in the world to obtain what game you
"I reckon that's the very spot."
"An' you fell into that hole'?" the villain asked, want. I advise you to start right in and try and
find the hidden abode of old Sam Gansel. The
. ·
as he looked at the scout.
"I reckon I did. It was too dark for me to see quicker you do that the better we will be satisfled."
it, an' I tumbled down in the hole last nigbt."
A word or two to the cook and a quantity of
"An' you heard Sam Gansel 1aughin' at you·
flour and some salt was brought forth. This was
down there, eh?" "I heard someone laughin', but I lit a match an' taken by Pete with no little eagerness, and when
couldn't see nothin' . but smooth rock all around he had it in ,his possession he to0k off his hat,
and bowing almost to the ground, ,e xclaimed:
me."
"Thank you, Young Wild West! You kin put
"I'll tell you what you can do, you fellows,"
Wild said, shaking his finger warningly at the · it down as comin' straight from me that afore
trio. "You go ahead ·and find the treasure you I'd let anybody do a wrong thing to you I'd shoot
4re searching for. One of you can be lowered him, even if it was one of my pards."
"Never mind about that. I am not at all afraid
into the pit I have spoken of with a ope, and
then if you use a pick you might find some sort that you or your two pards will attempt any such
.of an opening. But I warn you not to harm Sam thing. Now then, be off with you, and as told
Gansel should you find him, whether h<> is crazy you before, the quicker you get at work looking
or sane. If you do find the pile of gold you think for Sam Gansel's hiding-place, the better it will
is hidden somewhere around here, we'll decide be for all of us. You haven't forgot what I told
what shall be don·e with jt. You can do this or you about the pit?"
you can leave this spot forever. Now then, what , Bill Gibbons and Mulligan muttered their
_ thanks, and promptly started away from the
is it going to be?"
"If you let us stay here an' we find the gold, camp, after Hop had given the former his weapons. Then· Pete bowed again, and repeated the
we're goin' to git some of it, ain't we?"
most of what he had said, after which he turned
"That all depends as to who the owner is."
and followed them.,. _
"Well, Sam Gansel must own it."
"Sorry we haven't had breakfast yet," our hero
"If he does he ,might be willing to give it up if
observed, as the thr,ee went on up the hill. "But
,
he doesn't need it-."
"All right. We'll go ahead an' do the huntin' somebody has got to follow them. While I think
they can be trusted as for as getting right at. the
for the yaller stuff."
Pete was doing all the talking now. But what task of locating the old fellow's hiding place is
he said seemed to be quite satisfactory to his is concerned, there is no telling what they might
companions. Anyhow, all three were so 'glad to do if they should happen to be lucky enough to
get off as easily as they were doing that undoubt- find a pile of gold somewhere."
"Wild," the scc:,ut spoke up, "I reckon I kin go
edly they would have promised to do anything the
young deadshot required of them. Young Wild without my breakfast a little while. I'll jest
West was quite satisfied that the mystery' would faller 'em an' I'll wait, till you come along, an'
soon be cleared up. If it was a fact. that the ec- then I kin come back an' git my breakfast. If
centric old man who chose to go about in a dress they stick to what they said, they'll go straight
made of the skins of animals was responsible for to the blamed hole I tumbled in last night, so
the queer movements of the canoe, and the ap- you'll know where to find me."
"All right, Charlie. If that suits you it suits
pearance of what seemed to be a human skeleton occasionally, there was something to wonder me. Go ahead."
The scout gave a nod, and promptly set out.
at, for certainly by his appearance no one would
, ever dream of such a thing as that he could be , Then Wing announced that the breakfast was
ready and waiting for them, so a few minutes
capable of doirfg so much.
Wild meant to let the three villains go ahead later they were bul,y eating the hearty meal that
and help them solve the mystery. But the fact had been prepared. Charlie went along after the
was that the more he thought of it the less he felt three villains cautiously. He was willing to wait
that there was really a pile of gold anywhere in a little while for his breakfast, as he had said,·
existence. However, if there should be and the and bent upon solving the mystery through the
old hunter laid no claim to it, he meant to see aid of the three villains, he continued on.
He followed them direct to the cave, and then
that the three came in for a share of it, even
though they had proven themselves villains who was forced to sit down and watch while they went
were unworthy of being treated right. He asked ahead and prepared something to eat.
This took some Jittle time, and the scout became
the opinion of both Charlie and Jim, and when
-they declared that whatever he saw fit to do was so hungry and impatient that he began to wish
agreeab1e to them, the young deadshot turned to that Wild would appear. He got his wish in this
direction before the villains were ready to leave
the three and said:
:"Now then, you are free. You ought to be very the cave, for it happened that the yoqng dead:
thankful at. getting off _so :easy as all this. But- shot did not take any more time than was necesthe fact is that no matter what you may, have sary to-eat his breakfast, and the first' thing Charl(eard of · m.e · or my ·µ artne,r s, either I ne'ver · -lie knew he .felt a touch u'pon his shoulder. As lie
· llke ·to injure m:,:-- worst enemy,· much less 'shoot turned and. saw Wild. crouching near him his face
·. :
him. I don'txeally ,consider .you as enemies, . 'You lighted up with a smiie.
"l manag~ to cr,eep up to you withdut being
Lare three rascals who would not hesitate to steal
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heard, eh, Charlie?" the young dead's hot whispered.
.
"That's right, Wild, an' I'm mighty ~lad you
came. I expect you feel a lot better smce you
got the grub in you, don't you ?"
"Rather. Now then, how are things ?"
"Oh, they ain't ready to_ le~ve the . c~ve ye!.
Been foolin' around all this time trym to git
something to eat. I s'pose they'll be leavin' ~for~
-long if they really mean to do what you told em.
"All right. You go on back and get your
breakfast. Then I reckon it will be safe for you
to come back and bring Jim with you. Pro~ably
Arietta will want to come, too, and most l~kely
Hop will. But I am well satisfied that there 1s no
one around here, with the exception of Gansel
and these three fellows, so it will be all right."
Charlie hurried on back as soon as he had crept
a short dist a nce from the cave. He knew that
Wild did not wish him to let the villains know
that they were present.
.
The , young deadshot settled . down comfortably
and waited. In about five mmutes he saw the
three making preparations to leave the cav~.
They led the two horses they had with them
outside, and tied them where there was pl~nty
of grass and a stream of water close ~nough for
them to drink from when they felt disposed to.
Having done this, they took a pick and shovel
and a rope and started away from the spot.
Wild followed them, and when he saw them going directly to the pit, as he chose to call _it, _he
knew that they intended to carry out his mstructions or the first part of what he had told
them to do, anyhow. The boy had no difficulty
in creeping up close to them, and when he saw
Bill Gibbons take the coil of rope to Pete, he_
smiled.
· ·
.
f
"Here you are," Gibbons said, with _an ~Ir _o,
Importance. "You're so .blamed smart rn thmkm
that there ain't no sich thing as ghosts that I
reckon yol).'re the one to ·be let down ,in that hol~-You heard what Young Wild West s pard sa!d
about the mockin' laugh an' all that. Well, m
my opinion the mockin' laugh wasn't ma~e b_y '
no one livi:n'. It was the skeleton, which 1s
nothin' more than a ghost."
"All right, Bill. I'll mighty soon find out somethin'. I'll go down there, an' I 'Yant you t~o
fellers to be ready to pull me up m a ~urry if
I happen to holler out." Pete_ took _the pick, and
leaning over· the edge of the pit, let 1t drop to the
bottom, where it fell with a clang. Then ~hen
he saw that the two men were ready he se1z_e d
the rope and let himself over. They lowerd _him
down carefu1ly, while Wild watched with no little
mterest. Two minutes later_ th~ young. deadshot
heard the sounds as the pick was bemg u~ed.
Certainly Pete was bringing all his muscles mto
play by the way the strokes sounded. . Suddenly they ceased, and then a yell of tnumpb
came from below.
.
"Great ginger!" Bill Gibbons excla1~;d. "He's
found some kind of ~ dooT, so .he says.

CHAPTER X.-,.Tbe Mystery Is Solved.
· Wild leaned forward a litt\e and ~ept. his eyes
fixed upon the two men, who .;were 110w ver,y much
excited. .
.
.
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"What's that?" he heard Bill Gibbons say, as
he leaned over the edge of the opening. "Think
we had better come down, eh? All right, then."
Gibbons now nodded to Mulligan, and the two
quickly looked about for a place to make the
end of the rope fast. Wild watched them as
they tied it, and then two minutes later both had
disappeared over the edge of the pit. The boy
coolly walked to the spot. Leaning over, he looked down and was just in time to see Mulligan
disappear through some sort of an opening below.
"I reckon I'd better go back and let the rest
know what's going on," he muttered, a smile
cr~ping over his face. "Just to make sure that
you will be safe until I return, I'll pull the rope
up." He quickly pulled the rope upward, andr
laid it in a coil upon the ground close to the
edge of the opening. Then feeling sure that the
villains would be t.here when he came back, or
somewhere under the ground, he turned his footsteps for the camp. When he got there he found
his partners and the girls ready to renew the
search for the skeleton man and the Phantom
Canoe, so they might solve the mystery. Charlie
had finished his breakfast by this time, an,d picking up his rifle, he called out, as the boy hastened
to tne spot:
"What's up, Wild? Anything new?"
"Yes, there's something new, Charlie. The three
rascals are. down in that hole you tumbled in
last night, and I reckon they will stay there a
while unless they find another means of getting
out. They went down with the rope, and they
discovered some sort of a door below there. ·Probably they have found the hidden retreat of Sam
Gansel. Come on. We'll go back there and see
how they are m_!lking out." They were not long
in reaching the ,e dge of the pit. The rope was
lying coiled upon the ground just as the young
deadshot had left it, and when lie peered over
and saw nothing of the men below,- he decided
that they must have entered a cave somewhere.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, as he arose to his
feet and looked toward the edge of the cliff i,ome
little distance away. "I reckon there must be an
outlet from the river into this very ·cave. Now
then, we are pretty close to solving the mystery.
Come on." They all made for the edge of the
cliff, but when they looked down into the rushing 1
river below, nothing was to be esen as far as a ,
human being, skeleton man or phantom canoe
was concerned.
"Let's git down there, Wild," Charlie suggested.
The young deadshot thought a moment and then
nodded his head approvingly.
"All right," he answered. "Come on." They
hurried along the edge of the cliff and soon
came to the spot where they could easily descend. Reaching the bottom of the little canyon,
Wild promptly led the way along until he came
to the rock where he had been stationed when
the canoe disappeared the night oefore. The young
deadshot ·a nd his partners went as close as tliey
could get to the termination of rock, and then
as they .leaned over they saw that t.h ere reaily
was the mouth of a cave which was amply high
enough to ner mit a small b_oat to go in 3:nd out;.
In the semi-darkness the mght ·before Wild had
Been unable to see this plainly.
. .
. '
· · "Well,"' he sai:d, fo a low tone 6f voice, ''J~

-
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reckon we have •pretty near1y solved the strange ·_ "Ta"jce it easy, niy: friend," Wild said, patting
mystery. Undoubtedly there is a cave 'which runs him OI\ the shoulder, for ·nq,w he was well confar under the cliffs. Ther.e must be SOIJ\e means vinced that the man's mind was unbalanced.
of getting into it besides entering it by ·way of Gansel sat down, and slowly, he seemed to recover
the pit. But, anyhow, the three rascals have got his wits.
in that way. I think that one of use should go
"Don't take me away from here," he suddenly
back there an\f take the ris.k of going down. Two called out, pleadingly. "I'll tell you all, and I'll
would be better, probably. Charlie, suppose you show you the gold. You can have it, for I have
and I go. We will leave Jim here with tbe girls no use for it. It's out there."
·
and Hop."
He pointed to the cloud of mist and spray that
· "All right, Wild. You kin bet your life I'm was caused by the water coming m contact with
willin'." The two quickly turned and walked along the rocks a little further down the stream.
the edge of the bank. Just then a swashing in
"Out there?" Wild asked. "Is it buried under
the water was heard, and turnin .... their eyes that the water?"
way, they saw a canoe dart swiftly towar~ the
"No, no. The mist and spray hides it. There's
middle of the stream. It was covered with a a big hollow rock there, and in it is the gold. It
bright glare, and lying in the bow was the form don't belong to me, but I found it, and I've keP.t
6f a man, while paddlying with all his might, was guard over it for a long time. That man will
the man disguised as a skeleton.
never have it, for he's dead."
· "Hip hi! Whatee mattee ?" Hop cried, excitHe pointed to the .silent form in the canoe. The
edly. Ghostee makee boat go veliy muchee . dead man's hat was in the canoe, so it was quickly
quickee, so be! Lookee outtee! Wild bounded placed over his face . . Eager to learn all that he
t -him, and, sure enough, there was the phan- could, and as quickly as possible, Wild touched the
P"."
..,..,
old man on the arm and said:
tom cano~.
"Where ar.e the other two men?"
"Here, Jim," he cried. "Give me that rope,
"In the cave," was the reply, as he pointed
Quick. I reckon we had better settle this mys- toward it.
tery business right away." Dart quickly handed
"You live in there?"
Wild the rope, and with wonderful quickness the
"Yes, part of the time. It has suited me, but
young deadshot gathered it together and arranged now I suppose I must die."
a loop. Three times the rope swung over his
Our friends were certainly: not prepared for
head, and then out it shot. The noose settled what followed. Gansel had ·scarcely given utsquarely over the bow of the canoe, a nd the terance to the words when he leaped to his feet
impetus of the craft forced it two or three feet as if he had suddenly become possessed of the
back. A quick jerk and Wild had the canoe.
strength of a lion, and then rushing to the water,
"St~p, stop!" shouted the seeming skeleton, ex- dove head foremost into it. There was a loud
citedly,. as ':he' made a desperate effort to swing .splash, and then Wild quickly leaped into the
the canoe away from the shore.
canoe to go to his r,escue. But the crazed fellow
"That's all right, my friend," the young "dead- never came up, and 3:fter feeling about with the
shot called out, in his cool and easy way. "You paddle, for he could almost touch the bottom,
j~st sit down, or the first thing you know you'll Wild reluctantly gave up the search when five
fall overboard." Then, rather to the surprise of minutes had elapsed . .
all hands., the fellow obeyed. As he dropped into
"That's an end of him, anyhow. But I sorter
the canoe lie buried his face in his hands and did reckon the mystery has been solved."
not look up until the canoe had been pushed to
"Not yet, Charlie," Wild said, in answer to the
the bank. Then it was easy for them all to see scout's remark. "I consider it . somewhat of a
that it was. nothing more than a costume that mystery if there is a lot of gold hidden in that
was cloverly painted to represent the ribs and mist and spray out there. I reckon we had betother bones of the skeleton.
ter go and find out right away." .
But really the most surprising thinf of all was
As the boy pushed the canoe froni the shore
that the man lying in front was no other than again, he suddenly noticed that there was a rope
Bill Gibbons. He was 'dead, too. _Thei:e was no attached to the bow. It wa.s fastened below the
mistaking that. An ugly ga~h m. hi~ breast,_ water line, too, but a sudden jerk caused it to
from which the blood was still tr1cklmg, was · rise sufficiently for him to see it. Quickly he
'·enough to settle that part of it. The strangely reached over and made the discovery that there _
disguised man stepped ashore and stood . humbly was a ring, attached to the bottom of the boat,
before our friends.
and to this the rope was fastened.
1
"He wanted the gold," he said, pointing ~o th_e
"He started to pull upon the rope, and then the
silent form in t~e bo~ of the canoe. ":~le tried to canoe began moving down the stream.
.
kill me, and I killed him. But I was gomg to take
"More mystery," he ~alled out. "Get m here.
him to the gold."
one of you, and we'll see what it means."
"Who are you, anyway, old fellow?" Wild said,
A~ietta leaped forward and stepped into the caquickly, and reaching forth he tore a cleverly- noe m a hurry.
constructed: mask from the man's face. Then all
"I'll go with you, Wild," she said, picking up
hands' saw tbat that it was Sam Gansel. Then the paddle.
the old hunter dropped upon his knees and began
"There is another anch:or at the end of the rope,
weeping like a child.
probably. Just pull on 1t."
"I don't know what it means" he cried, wildly.
The young deadshot gave a nod, and then con"Sometimes I ·don't know who· i am, or what I'm tinued to pull upon the rope, letting it fall into
doin'. ' Who are you, anyhow? Oh, _! know. You the water as he did so. It seemed to be attached
gave me my supper last night. Thank you, thank to nothing, and when he had pulled as much as
~u."
a hundred feet of it, so it lay loose in the wa~er.
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to be carried down by the· curre~t, the canoe all . gold in piles, so it might be con.veniently removed
the time ·going down stream, he became somewhat later on. W4e_n the young deadshot and the scout ,
puzzled. But suddenly. the rope became taut, and got to . the edge of the· pit they heard excited
then as he gave a pull the canoe turned strai~ht ' . voices calling 'fr~ below_ Looking down, they
for the spot where the cloud of spray ~as contm- saw Pete and Mulligan, and the rope was quickly
ually dashing high into the air.
·
lowered. They were duly hauled to the ground
"Et," he said, turning to his sweetheart, "I above, and then, half frightened out of their wits
reckon I understand it a little now. "This ex- they related how their companion had myste'ri~
plains how the canoe could go back and forth to ously disappeared, declaring that they could not
that place and disappear without anyone being in find a trace of him, for all was dark in the unit. There is a rope attached to the bow which is d~rground place below. Wild informed them of
connected mong the rocks somewhere over there, ~1s death and stated that Gansel had perished a
so we can't see it, and probably there is one at- little later. But he said nothing of the discovery
tached to the stern that leads into the cave. Just of the gold.
feel over and see if this is not true."
"You fellows have two horses, so I reckon you
, Arietta lost no time in doing as she was di- can get away now all right," he remarked, -after
rected.
.
he had finished explaining -what he thought was
"You are right, Wild!" she exclaimed. "Here necessary _to them: "I am going to give you fifty'
ls a rope."
dollars apiece, which shows that I am not a half
"All right, little girl. I reckon we'll go right on bad fellow."
and find the gold."
"Thank you, thank you!" they cried in unison.
· In two or three minutes they were right in the
The boy. handed the promised money to them
spray, and then they suddenly found tnemselves and fiv~ mmutes later the two villains set out U::
in a tiny lagoon, where a big rock loomed up prob- get their horses and leave the spot, which they
ably two feet above the edge of the water. It was no doubt did, for our friends never saw anyttiing
hollow in the centre, and as Wild stepped out of them after that. An hour later the gold had
upon it and held the canoe so his sweetheart been remov~d to j;he camp, and satisfied to let the
might follow suit, he looked down and saw a caye be as it was, and leaving the phantom canoe
couple ·of rocks lying there. Pushing one of them lymg _close to the. bank for someone else to dis• aside, his eyes fell upon a heap of glittering gold cover it, Young W~ld_ West and his friends set out
nuggets.
for the nearest mmml'; camp,
"Et," he said, shaking his head and,looking very
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WJLD
serious, "there is gold here, sure enough."
WEST'S SQUARE DEAL· OR ARIETTA AND
"That's right, Wild," the girl answered s_o lemn- THE RUSTLER'S DAUGHTE.R"
ly. "What does it all mean, I wond,er?"
·
"We don't know, but we are the discoverers of
the gold, so I suppose we can claim ownership to BUUIY DOLLcall'III~•
it. Now then, you just get into the canoe and go
~.SPARIWNG RIN«i ~
back and let Charlie and Jim come out here. It
seems that the canoe is a stanch one, and amply
large enough · to carry several hundred pounds.
While we are at it we may as well take the gold
ashore."
Arietta nodded, and getting into the canoe, she
reached over the -stern, and catching the rope that
was hidden under the water, began pulling upon
it. It tightened almost immediately, and then
she easily pushed the craft toward the cave. But
insetad of going on into it she let go the ·rope, and
92 lllill St., .
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using the paddle, made a landing right where the
rest were standing in wonderment. Arietta quickly told of the great find they· had made upon the
rock that was hidden bv the mist.
Make Secret -Investigations
It did not take Charlie and Jim long to get back
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to where Wild was waiting for them. They were
Fascinating work. Excellent opportucompletely amazed, but used to all sort of su·rnity. Experience unnecessary. Particprises, they quickly recovered from it, and then
ulars free. Write:
rather coolly assisted the young dead shot in removing the nugg_e ts from the hollow stone. There
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was so much gold there that it would be imposFormer Government Detective
sible to take it all ashore at one time, so Wild and
1968 Broadway, New York
Jim went back with what they thought was a reasonable load, and it was duly landed upon the
sh.ore and left in charge of those who were waiting there. Then another trip was made, and the
rest of it was brought there.
They waited there for perhaps half an hour,
thinking that the bodv of Gansel might appear.
But it did not come to the surface, so thinking it
Or Snuff Habit,
best to go and find out what had become of the
_,r..........,_,...,
• . r _ _ Pa,_
A~~
other two .villains, Wild and Charlie set out for
-iriol.U......Cooa.l.SO ifit- __...,.ifit -.U_. "'1 _
the top of the cliff, leaving Jim arranging the
,IOOAOOMoa..iw-~c o., NT 2'1 llolliaoN,MIAJ
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Thorley ate his meal in silence. Then he arose
and, lighting a cigar, went out. ~e spoke ho
word of farewell.
(
--or - When he had gone Mrs. Thorley came into the
room where Cliff and Elsie were and sat down
beside them.- Her frame shook with heavy _sobs.
The Boy Who Was Honest
"Don't feel bad, mamma," said Elsie, in her
hopeful way. "Perhaps when Papa Thorley gets
the money and becomes rich he will let us all go
By DICK ELLISON
into the country."·
Mrs. Thorley kissed the little cripple. It was
little Elsie's heart's desire to spend some time in
the glorious fields and woods and hear the birds
CHAPTER II.-(C(),!_ltinued.)
sing.
_
"A brown stone front and servants will suit
Cliff ru·ose and went moodily to the window. A
1ne," he said. "I'd like to keep a racing stable- good .view of the city and its glittering lights
why-give me a chance! A little money and I'll could be had . .
get more. Why haven't I the right to smoke
"Mother," said he, "I am going to try and find
twenty-cent, cigars and sport a four-carat dia- work to-morrow.
mond as w_ell as Ji~ Breen or any other good
"Ah, Cliff, I wish you succe§s," said Mrs. Thor- ,
representative man.
. .
ley, "though I know it will keep you away from
. Cliff had :read enough ab?ut poh_tical graft ~o ' me, and perhaps--"
msta1:1tly gain a col!lprehension of his s~epfather s
"No," said Cliff, sternly. "Noth~g on earth
meanmg. In an mstant he felt a sickness at , will ever lead me to leave or forget you, mother.
'heiµ-t.
.
.
.
But I can see in the future nothing but uncerIt was a re~uls1ve p1ctu1;e to him: _He saw tainty and trouble. I can see that a strong hea.rt
Thorley a promment figure m the :pohtI~al. cau- and a firm hand is needed. I am only a boy, but
cuse~, a frequenter of _barrooms, and an 1~~I~ate I am going to be a man in purpose. T am going
of disreputable and dishones_t, che~p .pohti.cians. to try and make a fortune, but if I can't make it
No doubt money would flow mto
poc~ets, b;ut honestly and on the level I'll spend my whole life
it wo~ld be through a system of ~raft as vile in poverty."
and dishonorable ,;18 c?uld be conceived. . .
"Cliff," said Mrs. Thorley, with earnest convic"But, Jackson, said Mrs. Thorley, timi~ly, tion, "you will succeed if you adhere firmly to that
"would not that be what they call a sportmg purpose. I have never knpwn it to fail."
life?"
Thorley's brow darkened.
"Well and what of it?" he demanded. · ~
CHAPTER III.
are l'fke' all the rest of the women. You can't
The Burglary.
understand a man's tastes. Now there's Sam
Daly's wife she can pick a winner at the Sheeps·
Thorley did not return until a late hour. and he
head races 'four times out of five. There isn't a was heavy with the fumes of liquor. When Cliff
smarter-looking woman in this ward, and Sam awoke at an early hour he was in the stupor of a
has a right to be proud of her. That's the kind drunken sleep on the sofa.
--.... of a wife for a sporting man."
Cliff, after a frugal breakfast, kissed his
"When I married you, Jackson, you we1·e not a mother and Elsie and went out. He proceeded
sporting man. Y ?U ":ent. regularly to churc~: to the grocery on the corner, kept by Peter
and we were startmg hfe m a prosperous way.
Schwartz.
'
"Oh is that so?" said Thorley, with a yawn.
As. his name indicates, Schwartz was a Ger- •
"Well' I was an easy mark then. I've got wiser man. He spoke English imperfe<;tly, but he was
I, since.' But let's have some dinner. l'v~ ._got to -a shrewd business man, and honest as a new dol; attend a meeting of the Ward Committee to- lar.
1
I night."
.
He knew Cliff and respected him.
So when
Cliff's eyes shone like stai:s. Hot _words w~re Cliff entered he rewarded 1}:lim with a goodupon his lips but he reframed from speaking natured smile.
'
. "Ach, mein friend!" he exclaimed, "vot vos it to
them at a gla'nce from his mother.
With Elsie he retired to the other room. The be now, mein boy? Some groceries for your mudYou vos hafe all der credit here you vant.
1boy placed an arm. ab?lft his crippled sister and . der?
for you vas an honest ·b oy."
did some heavy thmkmg.
•
It was easy for him to look at the matter clear"No, Mr. Schwartz," said ·Cliff, "I don't want
' ly He knew that he was only a boy, as yet under any groceries. I am looking for work."
, age, and ther~ were many lessons of life for him
"For work! Ach, himmel!"
The German's blue eyes opened wide.
rto learn.
.
The example set by Jackson Thorley might
"Yes. Do you know of anybody who wants to
have swayed many an impressionable youth, but hire a boy like me?"
"Vot you vant to do?"
Cliff Hall was not of that sort.
"Anything that is respectable."
He· tried to retain his proper respect for his
"Vell," said the German, with a twinkle of h,is
stepfather but he could not endorse his views. In
fact he d;eaded the ·possibility of ever becoming eyes, "vos sellin' groceries respectable in yoUl'
invo'lved in an argument with him. But Cliff felt eyes?"
"Indeed it is," replied Cliff.
that he would argue the question of this matter
"Den you can vork for me. I gif you four
:right or wrong with his step-parent to the very
tollars a veek till you learn de peeseness. Den I
.J,ililit of hii mental and physical being.
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He felt that there was something wrong and,
quickly arose and opened the door leading to th(!
It is hardly necessary to say that Cliff accepted rear room. A sharp cry of surprise and horror
the kind offer of Mr. Schwartz. In a few mo- escaped him. It was a startling sight that met
ments he had doffed his coat and · was working his gaze.
hard at cleaning up things around the store.
On the floor lay Fitzgerald, the butler. He
Peter Schwartz kept but one clerk, who was a was bound hand and foot and gagged.
German like himself, an honest and quiet sort of
For a moment Cliff was aghast, but he knew
y.outh named Gottlieb Diehl. Cliff felt sure that enough of the criminal life of New York to perhe could get along with Gottlieb all right, for ceive the truth. He knew at once what had hapGottlieb never spoke unless he was spoken to. He pened.
was strictly given to the very commendable trait
With a quick move he bent down and pulled
of "minding his own business."
the gag from Fitzgerald's mouth. The butlt!r
Yet, when properly approached, Gottlieb was gasped and cried out:
pleasant and tractable. . He seem11d to take a lik- ·
"Thank heaven! You have come in good sea- .
mg__ to Cliff at once.
son, Cliff. There is uurglar in the house. He
For a week Cliff fulfilled his duties in the gro- knocked me down ancJ-Wbound and gagged me. He
cery store. He ,adapted himself very re.a dily to is upstairs now. Untie these ropes quickly and
the business, and soon had mastered all its de- call the police."
tails.
Cliff quickly untied the cords that bound the
"Ach, but you vos a smart poy, Cliff," said the wrists and legs of the butler. Fitzgerald, with
German, with pleasure, when he paid him at the difficulty, got upon his feet. He had -Teceived a
end of the week. "Some time you do petter. You wound on the temple which had bled somewhat.
For a moment he was too weak and f•a int to -do
· vos be too smart for dis Kind of peeseness."
It is hardly necessary to say that Cliff was anything but crawl into a chair. But he said,
·
·
,
much gratified. Although his pay was small, he huskily:
"Call the police, Cliff. He is· upstairs."
felt that he was getting a start. It was a stepping-stone to future advancement.
"No," said Cliff, "it is too late. He has got
·
Mr. Schwartz had quite a large trade among the away."
"What?" cried the butler. "You saw him?"
well-to-do people of the vicinity. It had been Gott"I think so. A man came <iown the stairs ana .
lieb's duty to pay visits during the morning hours
to tlie different residences of this class to secure went out a few minutes ago, after saying that you
would be down soon."
orders.
"That was him!" cried Fitzgerald, eagerly. "l
But Gottlieb had sustained a painful injury to
his ankle, and it became necessary for Cliff to did not see his face. He wore a mask--"
".He wore no mask when I saw him."
take his place. So. Cliff made the rounds for a
"Well, he's the fellow. Oh, it's awful, Cliff.
time.
At one of the fine houses Cliff visited to secure Probably he has been through the house, and
o:rders he was accustomed to enter the basement Mrs. Carlton always leaves her valuable jewels
and consult with the butler. The place was the on her dressing-case. It am so done UJJ I can't
residence of Albert Carlton, a Wall Street mag- do a thing. Run for the police, Cliff. Quick!"
Cliff waited for no more. He dashed out upon
nate.
street. An officer was at the corner. He
The butler's name was James Fitzgerald. He the
was standing talking with a man whose back
was a genial fellow and always gave Cliff a warm was turned to Cliff.
welcome and, what was better still, a large order.
ln his hand he cai:~ied a large traveling-bag.
. One day Cliff entered the basement as usual.
He touched the electric bell and sat down to wait. Cliff did not at the moment notice him, so intent
He heard a footstep on the basement stairs, and was he upon his purpose o.f giving the alarm.
"Help!" he cried, rushing, up to the officer.
the next moment a well-dressed man stepped into
"There has been a burglary in Mr. Carlton's
the kitchen.
house. The butler was gagged and bound, and
He was dark and>owned a pair of piercing black the burglar has -been through the house. 'Please
eyes and a long mustache. He carried a large come quickly!"
traveling-bag.
The officer stared at Cliff.
~
He gave a start at sight of Cliff, and looked
"What's that yer givin' us, youn un? Burgfurtively about the room.
·
lars in Carlton's house in broad d ylight? Oh,
"Who are you?" he demanded, sharply.
say, come off! I'll run ye in fer kiddin' me."
"I am the grocery boy," replied Cli~. "I came
"I'm not foruing!" cried Cliff, wildly. '"It!s true,
to see the butler, Fitzgerald."
I tell you. Come quickly-!"
,
The man's face seemed to clear, and he grinned
The boy's manner now convinced the policeman.
end said:
He shrugged his shoulders and said to his com· "He is busy at present. Wait a while."
panion:
·
Then he walked out of the basement and onto
"I'll go over and see about it. So-long, Dal.
the street. Cliff wondered somewhat whQ he I'll see ye later."
might be, but he thought of nothing wrong.
"All right Jim. I hope you get the burglar."
For some time Cliff waited. Then he rang the
As he spoke the policeman's companion turned
electric bel1 again. There was no answer, but a his face toward Cliff. For one moment the young
startling ·sound reached the ears of the young groceryman's heart stood still. He stared at him
groceryman.
.
as if stunned, for he was no other than the darkFrom the rear basement room oa.me a dull featured man whom he had met a short time begroan. Then there was a scraping sound ·and fore in the Carlton basement. A great cry esanother groan. Fbr a moment Cliff was startled. caped him.
own some time like me."

'-
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c90lly, while he returned himself to the Carlton
mansion. Just as they reached the entrance to
the basement a cariage drove up and the million.
aire and his wife alighted.
What followed was ex.citing enough. It was
discovered that over six thousand dollars' worth
CHAPTER IV.
of Mrs. Carlton's diamonds he.d been taken by
the daring thief, while one of the maids had been
Cliff Faces His Stepfather .
present in the next room all the while.
Cliff's declaration that Desmond was the burg· The thrilling denunciatio n of Cliff Hall rang
themout loud and earnest, bµt its effect upon his hear- . lar was discredited even by the Carltons
selves. The Central office detectives were called
ers was not what he had expected.
1
and an effort made to track the thief.
Arrest him!"
·- ' He is the burglar!
When Cliff got °l)ack to the store he was much
Cliff point~d his finger at the dark man with
story, Mr.
the traveling-b ag. The latter's black eyes were behind time, but when he told hisright.
surprise and genu- chwartz declared that he had done
:fbced upon him with affec
"Maybe you vos righd, my boy," he said, reine amazement .
I
- The policeman- looked at him and then at Cliff. flectively. "Dose policemens may be mistaken.
.
"What's that yer givin' us?" demanded the know dot feller Desmond mineselluf, an' I haf
bluecoat. "You're daffy. This' man is Dal Des- not a very goot opinion of him."
"There!" cried Cliff. "You are the only one
mond ! He's no burg1arl Get out or I'll tap ye
who has given me credit for an atom of common
with my stick!"
The officer finger d his club as he spoke. But sense yet, Mr. Schwartz."
"Vell, I believe you knows a ting vhen you sees
Cliff was so positive that the burglar stood beit, Clff."
fore him that he insisted.
"I should hope so!" cried Cliff, · "but it looks
"I tell you he is the man. I saw him in Mr.
Carlton's basement. He tied and gagged the but- to me as if there would be no chance to even conler and robbed the house. He's got the stuff in vict Desmond."
"It vos a crooked peeseness," said the German,
that bag."
"Look ' here, boy," said .Desmond threatening ly, shaking his head.
"you shut your mouth. I'm not going to have
The newspaper s had a full account of the robeven a11 insignifican t kid like you throw such an bery of the Carlton mansion. N-0 allusion )¥as
you
one
saw
a·c cusation at me. You probably
made ta the part that Cliff had played or his acthought was me. I'm Dal Desmond, delegate to cusation agamst Desmond. That evening, when
no
I'm
the State Convention- from this district.
Cliff got home, Mrs. Tl.orley came to him with
burglar, and Jim Stoll here knows it. Eh, Jim?" white, scared face.
policeman,
the
"Well, I should say so," said
"Oh, Cliff," she said, "I am afraid to have y-011
coollr,. "I ain't takin' the word of no kid like meet your stepfather. He is very angry at you."
that.'
"Angry at me!" exclaimed Cliff, in amazement .
Cliff was stunned. For a. moment he stood "What for?"
he
such
for
looking at the cool and crafty crook,
"He says that you made a false accusation
believed him to be. He saw at once that he would against one of his friends, and upon whom he deJ?Onot be arrested. . T~e excee~ingly intelligent
pends to (.ecure his new position out of which he
liceman valued his Job too highly to m eddle with expects to make so much money."
DesDal
as
so important a personage, politically;
Cliff's face whitened, but his eyes burned with
·
mond.
a hard light.
about
Realizing his helplessnes s, Cliff looked
with a burglar," .he
friendship
claims
he
"So
He
passersby.
with the thought of appealing to
as Dal Desmond!
scoundrel
a
"Such
tensely.
said
the
that
could not reconcile himself to the thought
will be the end of all this? I fear
what
Mother,
culprit sru,uld thus easily escape.
he is getting on the wrong track. He is under
"I tell you he is the burglar!" he persisted. bad influence. Oh, mother, what shall we do?"
in
"Open hi• bag. He has the stolen valuables
Mrs. Thorley was already weeping. Cliff took
it!"
head upon his shoulder. Little Elsie, who'
her
him
at
"See hare!" gritted Desmond, glaring
that something was wrong, looked on
realized
of
out
life
in a malevolent way, "I'll choke the
face and wistful g-aze.
pale
with
you
again,
you if yo'l,l dare make that accusation
hard," said Mrs. Thorley. "I thought
is
it
"Oh,
It'~
Jim.
young- pup! Go over and see about it,
in marrying a second time. I
probably & pipe dream. But any fool would know I was doing rightworld
with my children and they
· was alone in the
I'm not tl:;e man."
"Of co11rse," agreed the _b luecoat. "Good-day needed a home."
"Cheer up, mother," said Cliff. "I am going
to ye,\ D11,l. Now come on, kid. If I find ye've
to have a t alk with my stepfather tonight. Per· ibeen foolln' me I'll run ye in. "
may show
Cliff was helpless. He was _forc ed to see Des- haps kind wo rds and honest appeal
to win
mond walk ,a way. With him in the t raveling- him that he is wrong, and we may be able
bag the boy felt sure went Mrs. Carlton's val- _him over."
It was a late hour when Jackson Thorley came
'tlables.
His face was heavy and
Cliff knew not what to do. If he could even roughly into the flat.
gla red about
have ~moned detectives from head_q uar ters it swollen. He stood a moment and
was hM<ily likely that he would have had better the little kit.:.hen. Jackson," said Mrs. Thorley.
"You are late.
succesS\. They would not believe such a charge
without it was more fully substantiat ed.
(To be continued.)
So he was compelled to see the real thief escape

"There he is I Oh, there he is! Don't let him
get away! Arrest him! He is the burglar!"
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JERMS TO SUBSC)U_BERS

many times. A hand system of feeding the dust
through a tube to the intake valve was employ~d.
The exp·erimenters said the stu'dy gave · "encouraging results which indicated the possibilities
pf designing an engine to use gra in dust as the
source of fuel."

ELEVEN MACHINES TO CLEAN COLLARS
Counting one man to a family and allowing
him a clean collar a day, 22,698,744 collar s are
laundered every day in the United States. It
takes 7,400 power laundries---'-aside from home
washing-to keep th·e American I1,1an's neck-covering clean.
·
'
·
In the well-equipped modern laundr y, as · it is
described in Popular Science Monthly, yout collars' a r e squeezed through ·suds four times and
rinsed five times. A " spinning basket" whirls
WESTBURY PUBLISHING CO:, Inc.
the collar s nearly dry, after which a starch wheel
16~ W. 23rd St., N. Y. C.
puts starch into them f i;om both sides. On · a
FRED KNIGHT, -Pres. and Treaa.
moving clothesline tb,ey are•taken on a · trip
a : w. MARR, v1c.,.:.Prea. and Sec.
thr ough a dry room. Then they are dampened on
porous rubber rolls, which are kept moist, and
left standing under pressure ' for half an -hour
for "mellowing."
·
·
·
Finally they are ironed. A polished metal cylTEETH STOP TRAIN
inder irons the wrong side of the collar, making.
Losing his false teeth out of a coach window it slick so that a tie will slip through easily. The
when he sneezed. W. E. Zollinger, conductor, · right side is ironed by cloth-covered rolls to give
jerked the bell cord and stopped a fast .passenger a dull finish.
In all, eleven machines are used in the most
train nea:i: Alliance, Neb.
completely equipped laundries to wash and iron
your collar.
AMATEUR BIKE STAR SETS 5-MILE
RECORD
. A new world's record for five miles unpaced
Statement of the ownership, , management, etc.,- rPfor seniors was set recently in the Illinois finals q uired by the Act of Congress _of A'ugust 24, 191.2. n:t
for the national amateur bicycle championship " WILD WEST WEEKLY," published weekly at -N<'w
York. N. Y .. for October 1, 1926, Sta te of NPw Yo1·k-:O
when August Benson pedaled the distance in County
of New Yf>rk :-Before me, a Notary Pllblic in
11.04 2-5, bettering the old mark by 2-5 of a a nd for the Sta te and County aforesaid, personally appeared J . S. \ Ray, who, having been duly sworn a csecond.
·

s·ingle Copies .... .. .... . . . . :· • •. ; .Postage

Free
8 cents
One Copy T h r ee Months . ...... ·"
"
$1.00
One Cop.y Six Mo nths.... .. . . ..
"
"
2.00
Onl:! Copy One Year. , . . . . . . . . . .
"
"
4.00
Ca n a da, $4.50; Foreign, $5.00..
· :ilOW TO SEND MONEY- At o ur risk sen d P . . 0.
Money Order, Check or R egist ered L etter ; r emit t nnc~s
i11 any other way are at your r isk. \Ve accept Pos ta g e
Stamps the same as cash. When sen ding s ilver wra p
the Coin in a separate piece of paper t o avoid cutting·
the e\\velo-pe. Write yQur name and address plainly.
Aadress let ters t o
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RUBBER EARRINGS NEW FAD IN FRANCE
The very latest in France is the wearing of
rubber earrings painted in various bright colors.
Worn while the prospective swihuher disports
herself in a bathing costume and striking colored
kid or satin shoes to match, discretion must be
shown about entering the water, as in some cases
the bright colors have been known to r un.

•

cording to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor
of " WILD· WEST WEEKLY'' and t hat the following
l s, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the owners hip, management. etc.. of the
a foresaid publication for the date shown in the a bove
caption, .required by the Act of August 24, 1912 embod,
ied in s ection 411. Postal Laws a nd R<:> gulntion s. to w it~
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor and business manager are: l>nblisher- We stb ur,r
Publishing Co., Inc., 168 West 23d Street , New Yori:,
N. Y. Editor- J . S. Ray. 168 W est 23d Street, Ne,r.
York. N. Y. Ma na ging Editor- Nou e. Busines s Manager;
~~a-f'.es E . Nylander , 168 ~~est 23d Street. New YorJr,,

&2 AND 87, THEY ELOPE FROM HOME
2. That the owners are: W estbury Publishing Co
-..__
In c .. 168 W . 23d Street. New York, N. Y. ; Fred Kni gh£i
FOR AGED
23d Stree~. New York, N. Y.
·
In violation of the rules of the Altenheim, or 1683. W-,T. hat
the knpwn. bondhQlders, mortgagees and oth!
German Home for the aged, in Forest Park, Ill., security holders ownmg or holdi ng 1 per cent or m o
of total amount of bonds, mortgages or ot her securi
against the marriage of inmates, Herman Horn, ties
are: None.
·
.
eighty-two, and Maria Leps, seventy-seven, eloped
4. That the two paragraphs next above giving th4t
recently.
names of t he owners. stockholders and secnrity holders
Mrs. Adolph Schmidt, President of the home, if any, contain not only the list of 'S tockholders nn tl se:
· curlty holders as they a ppear upon the books of the
looked at the situation lik'e a diplomat.
comp!lny, but als o. in cases where the stockholder or
"There is a rule against marriage, but there is security holder ~ -e ars upon the books of the company
nothing about inmates coming back in the event a s trustee or in any other fiduciary relation. the name 04
the p erson or corporation for whom such trustee is act-<
they do marry," she explained.
ing is given ; also that the said two paragraphs conMOTORIST OF FUTURE: I'LL TAKE TWO
BUSHELS
Dust , taken from a grain elevator has been
found to have sufficient explosive power to run
an automobile engine. 1
Department of Agriculture chemists who conducted tests announce that while the engine did
not make any prolonged, continuous nm, enough
power w11,s developed with the dust to~rn it over

.

tai,:i statements em~racing affiant's full kn_o wledge and
b ehef a s to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders a n d security holders who d(;. not
a ppear upon the books of the compa ny as trustee. hold
s tock and s ecurities in a capacity other than that of a
bona-fide owner : and this alliant has no reason to believe that any other person, a ssociation or corporatio11
has any interest. direct or indirect. in the said stock.
bonds or other securities than as so stated by him.
J'. S. RAY. Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th -day ot
September, 1926. Joseph Bell. (My CoIDJDisslon expil"a&
March 30, 1928.)
·
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. "I must trust to your instinct," muttered the
traveler, letting th'e bridle fall upon his hor se's
neck. "The eyes of an owl would be at fault on
such a night as this. Be quiet, you brute! Do
you niean to repay my confidence by b1·eaking my
.
neck?"
The -animal had shied so violently as nearly to
throw his rider, and stood trembling in every muscle. His master peered through the darkness, in
the endeavor to make out the cause of his terror.
He could see before him the dim outline of a dismantled . church, with its brood of gravestones
clustered about it. Beside the road, so close that
he could have touched it with his whip, he discovered aJ\ indistinct, white object crouching upon
one of the graves. Resolved upon knowing what
it. was he dismounted and approached it. As he
did ·so' it arose and fled rapidly away. With his
cUl'iosity now fully aroused, he followed it. As it
neared the crurch it turned suddenly and confronted ."him. At ' this moment a broad glare of
lightnin~ flashed ath:wart the sky, and ~e saw before him a young girl dressed m a tl;un, watersoaked. garment, he.r hair falling in drenched coils
upon her shoulders. For an instant her white,
scared face was·iurned toward him, and her large,
sorrowful eyes met him with an appalling look;
then she- seemed to melt into the solid body of the
ehurch. . As well as the darkness permitted, Jie
.examined the spot where she had disappeared,
b11t could find no opening through which she could
have escaped. He called aloud that he was a
friend and that she had nothing to fear. The
only a'.nswer was the wierd wail of the tempest
t}rrough the broken arches. With a feeling akin
to· superstitious terror, he hastily remounted his
horse, and did not draw rein until he reached the
village.
"Who occupies the old church yonder?" he inf!Uired of the landlord.
·" Ah! you, too, have seen it," exclaimed the
landlord, mysteriously.
~'It?" _echoed the traveler. "I saw what I take
to be a poor, demented girl."
"You saw the spirit of one," answered the host,
solemnly. "Everyone here knows the story. When
slfe was alive her name was Ada Morton. Her
;father died a year back, leaving her heiress to his
property. As she was yet a minor, he appointed
Ji.is friend, Stephen Sastburn, her guardian, who,
in· case of her death unmarried, was to inherit
the property. It is said that he beat, starved and
cruelly ill-treated her. One night-just such a
night as this-she disappeared. Her hat and cloak
were found on the river bank next morning. It
was plain that the poor creature had sought deliv:erance from her persecutor by suicide. That
was three months ago. Her body was never
found, but her spirit has been often seen in the
church-yard, where her father lies. Meanwhile,
the man who drove her to_ her.. death lives at his
ease in her father's. house on the hill."
The taveler was ev.idently deeply .interested in
tlie story-, but"-he made no- comment upon: Me-re.Jy
informing 'th'e landlord· tlrat he-should remain for
a week or two, .he retired to his. room. Like many

another _young _man of fortun~, Charles Barclay
was afflicted with too much · leisure. His sole ob- ·
ject in this par t of the country was merely a
lang uid sear ch a fter amusement. The landlord's
story ha d strongly aroused his curiosity. ' Moreover t~e young girl's sad face and beseeching
glance rn the churchyard had made a strange imP!ession upon hi~. ~ Something in her improbable
history had led him to form a vague suspicion of
a truth ~early as improbable. Eagerly accepting
the pos.s1ble ch3:nce of an exciti ng experience, he
deiermmed to sift the matter to the bottom.
Without dropping a hint as to his intentions, he
left the inn on the next night shortly after eleven
o'clock,· and proceeded to the old church. The
place was silent and deserted; not even a stray
dog was to be seen wandering about the churchyard. An ineffably dreary air hung about the
p)ace, depressing ~is sp~rits and almost resolvj ng
him to abandon his obJect. ·But a sentiment of
pride_urged him on, and he cautiously made his
way mto the church, and sat down in one of the .
pews. -, For more than an hour nothing occurred
t0 attract his attention. He became drowsy and
was on the point of falling asleep where h; sat
when a low, weird peal· from the old orga~
moaned through the church. He sat erect and
· listened with suspended breath. The sound arose
higher and clearer, and presently the sweet but
mournful tones of a woman's voice joined it. He
couJd make out the words of a prayer for the
wretched.
After a moment the music ceased, and he could
hear the singer sobbing, in a low, heart-broken
. way that brought tears to his eyes. He strained
his eyes through the darkness, but could make
out nothiug. Arising he called out:
· "Whoever you are, you are in sorrow and af- fliction. ~ ca~mot see you. I :Vill not pursue you. ,.
All I de1'ire is to be your friend. Will you answer me?"
There was no reply and the weeping suddenly
ceased. After a moment of hesitation he made
his way to the organ loft and struck a match. No
one was visible, nor was there the smallest trace
o~ the recent presence of any living being. Considerably startled, he left the church, determined
to repeat his experience on the following night.
Next morning, however, cool reflection taught
him that he might easily have deceived himself
in his excitement. He therefore resolved all the
moJe obstinately to pursue the investigation .
For three nights following, he secreted himself
in the church, and awaited her appearance; but
his watch was fruitless. This caution, on her part,
convinced him that he. was dealing with a human
being, and not with an impalpable phantom.
Meantime. in pursuance of the suspicion which
the landlord's story had imparted to him, he
found a pretense on which to mak~ the acquaintance of Stephen Eastburn. The man impressed
him unfavorably. at the first sight. Tall and
gaunt of figure, with small, restless gray eyes,
and a false smile, . ·he seemed to Barclay to be
capable of any villainy. The young man was careful to avoid...melltioning the supposed ghost, and
departed_~ith all. invitation to call again.
On .the fourth night, . Barclay again. seci;~ted
himself in the chur.ch.-_ It was cold. for-the season.
and he shivered , in his hiding-place,. despite hia
warm clothing. Hour after hour passed away,.
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and he was beginning to fear that his errand "that the rumors, unless
aid in dissipating
•-would again prove fruitless, when a faint light, them, may culminate in a you
charge of murd.e r."
in the. body oi the church, caught his eye.
Something significant in his tone seemed to
As it rose higher, he could see that it proceeded render Eastburn suddenly submi.ssive.
from a small heap of stocks collected upon the
"Of course I will go, out of politeness, if you
stone floor. Crouching over it, and extending her insist. We shall probably bag
church mouse.
thin fingers to the flame, he beheld the figure of They are p_roverbially so starveda as
to be incap- the young girl. Evidently overcome with the cold able of flight."
she had ventured to indulge . in, this small comNo reply was made to this lame attempt at hufort in the hope that it might escape notice. ·
mor, and in a very uncomforta ble frame of
Pulling off his shoes, Barclay crept up behind he went with us to the church and was mind
shown
her, and before she was aware of his presence, into a pew in the dark between them·.
After a
seized her in his strong grasp.
moment of silence the low tones of the organ
"I knew you were no ghost!" he said, smiling; soundE"cd through the church',
accompanie d by a
!'though if you continue this life much longer woman's voi·ce.
•
you will become one."
1
"V, hat is this?" cried Eastburn, starting up.
She uttered a faint cry of terror, and sank upon "\\Those voice was that?"
·
her knees.
"Be silent," said Barclay, sternlf, "Good rea"Spare me," . she sobbed. "I am only a poor, son have you to hear that voice
with guilty horhomeless, friendless girl who never wronged any ror."
one. Why do you pursue me?"
At the same instant the glass from his lantern
"For your own good, my poor girl," he said, fell broadly upon the
Standing before it,
kindly. "Why will you not believe in my good in- looking down at them, organ.
was the figure of :Ada Mortentions ?"
ton.
"Why should I?" she cried, passioxw.tely. "Did
"Oh, Heaven!" groaned
chokitrgly.
not my father's trusted friend, the man who had "My sins have found me out.Eastburn,
She has come back
sworn to be my second father, seek my life?"
from the other world to accuse me of her death."
"Ah·!" said Barclay, with a start. "My con"Yes,'' said the girl, solemnly. "Stephen Eastjectu:ce was true, then. He decoyed you to the burn, you are my murderer."
·
river, and after believing you safely out of the
"I confess it," shrieked the terror-mad dened
way, left your cloak and hat upon the bank to wretch ; "I ask no mercy from
men, for the grave
give the impression that you had committed sui- . ha_s condemn_ed me. Take me away-hide
me fom
cide?"
· this awful sight."
- '"Yes," she answered; "but the river was more
The light was turned out, and the girl's figure
merciful than he, for it cast me ashore alive. Sick disappeared . The horror-smi
tten Eastburn was
with horror, and madly afr.aid of the whole worl~, taken to th e village, and
on the dou1 came here where my father lay, to die upon his ble charge_ of fraud and imprisoned
attempted
murder; in
grave. But it is hard for one so young to die. course of time he was convicted and punished.
f have lived here there three months, suffering,
On th e same day that he was sentenced, Barfreezing, dying. That I was taken for my own clay called upon Ada Morton, now in
stalled in
ghost was fortunate for me, for it kept every one her fath er's house. With
her restoration to her
away from me, and aided me to get what little righ~s she h'.3-d recovered he
_h ealth and beauty,
would keep me alive, after nightfall. And I en- a nd it was with a strange feelmg
mingled hope
courged the superstitiOll. Now you know all. If a nd fear th at the young man tookof her
hand and
you are that man's emissary, may Heaven forgive sa!d:
·
you and help me."
'I have called to say good-by, Miss Morton."
The bright smile faded from her face and a
"I am the emissary of mercy," returned Bar- look
of pain came in its place.
'
clay. ''I am here to do justice to a villain, and
"You are going away? I had hoped you would
restore you to your rights. Will you t r u st and stay with us."
help me?"
"My work here is done," he answered. "I have
She looked up at him.
restored you
your home, and today your enemy
. "I will do as you wish," she said, brokenly. receives the to
punishmen t of his crimes. What
"How can I ·thank you?"
more is there to do?"
"By following my directions," replied Barclay,
"Nothing," she returned, brokenly, "but to forbrusquely, to hide his own emotion.
get the poor
With a few words more of advice, he left her. will be easy."girl whom you have befriended. That
His next move was to go directly to the uandlord
"No," he replied earnestly, "so difficult that I
of the inn, relate the whole story, and secure his shall never accomplish it. To stay
as your friend
support. At ten o'clock on the next night, in com- is impossible. I must go away
and labor to crush
pany with the landlord, he called upon Stephen out this longing, this love foi· you
has overEastburn. Cutting short his smooth salu'tation, grown my whole heart, or stay towhich
cherish it for
Barclay said:
your sake. Tell me,.dear Ada, which must I do?"
"Mr. Eastburn, the obscure manner of your
She looked up at him shyly, and came nearer tCJ
ward's death has giv.e n 1·ise to strange rumors in his side as she whispered:
"Stay.''
the village. · Her spirit is said- to wander in the
old church. We desire you to accom,pany us there
tonight in order to set these stories at rest."
HUGE DIAMOND FOUND IN AFRICA
·"Ghost,· absurd! Do you mean to make a fool . !>,-n eig~teen-ka
rat, red diamond has been found,
of- me? I will not go to the church at this hour m
the Lichtenburg - diamond district, Jo}.annestOf, the night."
·
. .
burg. Red
are very rare and c0nunand
"Allow me to observe," said Barclay, sternly, a high pr icediamonds
on the London market.
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CURRENT NEWS
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SEEN

BEER DRINKERS
AS BIGGEST
SMOKERS
Official statistics show that countries which
drink the most beer smoke the most tobacco per
head of population.
Holland leads, followed by Belgium, two countries whe1·e beer is the standard drink. Then
comes the United States, Denmark and Austria.
The first win~rinking · coun.try, France, is sixth.
Germany, however, a\tpough a beer · country, is
only tenth, tieing with England.

'·

,-

"
"S~me day when I get him tamed to the point
I ~es1re fo1: safety," s1!-e says, "I'm going to obtam a dog license for him and take him for walks
in the street like any other pet.
\'He is. a beautiful animal and some day will
~e as affectionate as a Persian kitten. Friend~
Josh me about playing with fire but I took a fancy
to him and I have guaranteed to train him."

MUSICAL NERVE IS IN THE FOOT, SWISS
SCIENTIST DECLARES
According to ~he S-wiss scientist Hoepli, the
HOW LEMONADE SWEETENS
Lemonade becomes sweeter if it is allowed to nerve_ centre which registers and transmits the
stand for an hour or two after being made. The reac~10~ to ~he plea~ure we experience in hearing
cane sugar in the lemonade is converted into the music 1s situated m the feet at a point just
much sweeter mixture of the two simpler· sugars, under the bend of the metatarsus, the five bones
glucose -and levolose. The process is somewhat between the ankle and the bones of the toes.
,,imilar to that which takes place in the stomach The nerve spot which reacts to musical rhythm
also is situated in the feet close to the first
which we call "digestion."
phalanx _. big toe.
. This, says M. Hoepli, explains why the majorTRAINS OBEY SPOKEN ORDERS' OF
ity of people listening to music insistently and
INVENTOR AT LONDON SHOW
By making two model electric trains obey his quite unconsciously beat time with their feet.
The bunch of nerves controlling the •facility
spoken orders, . an ~nventor at the engineering
to dance rhythmically lies in the tarsus along
exhibition in Yonkers startled. spectators.
The inventor, was Major Raymond Phillips. the bone known anatomically as the "astragal"
When he shouted "Go!" his trains started and- or the "balista."
M. Hoepli does not explain how he reached
when he said "Stop!" and "Go hack!" his orders
these curious discoveries and does not substanalso were obeyed.
It look~d like black magic, but Phillips ex- tiate them. It is stated that he also is an acplained that a microphone working on .a new complished musician.
principle was set to correspond to the particular
pitch of his voice. When that tone was used
DO ANIMALS LIKE MUSIC?
the current was allowed to pass through a 1·elay
It is a well-known fact that some animals a1·e
which set up the desired operation.
very fond of music, while others are exceedingly
HR. CASHDOLLAR HELD; CHARGE: NON- particular as to the instruments played in their
presence. Lions have been found to listen with
,.SUPPORT
marked attention to the piano. They appreciate
What's in a name?
top and middle notes, but begin to roar terMrs. Walter Cashdollar of Newburgh agrees the
ribly when the bass notes are struck loudly.
with Shakespeare that there's nothing in it. So Tigers
cannot endure the shrill notes of the fife.
she intimated to Judge Overhiser when she
experiment have been made that show
brought a complaint against her h_usband that Scientific
that the ea1·s of the tiger are much more sensiduring- the last nine months he has contributed tive
those of human beings, and that sharpjust an even two dollars t2 the support of his tonedthan
instruments irritate the sensitive organs
four children.
hearing.
·
Cashdollar was arrested in Poughkeepsie after of That
is why people in the jungles of India and
leaving Highland, where he is employed. The China
sometinmes been able to save their
Court, when informed that this is not the· first lives byhave
playing a fife or some similar instrutime a charge of abandonment or non-support has ment
they have happened to have along with
been ·b rought against him, held Cashdollar in them that
attacked by a wild beast. The fero$5,000 bail for the Orange County Grand Jury cious when
animal has appeared to forget all else but
in Goshen.
the irritation caused to. the sensiti~ ,membrane of
its ears, and has been more than willing to flee
WILD JUNGLE DOG . NEWARK GIRL'S PET . with all possible haste. In zoos, fifes, and violins,
Miss Elsie Ruhnke, of No. 357 Broad Street, and their effect upon the animals noted, the result
Newark, N. J., has acquired a pet that refuses being that all take rather kindly to the softer
to have anything to do with petting parties. It's notes of the violin, but are much disturbed by the
a wild jungle dog from South _America. It was shr ill tones of the harsher instruments.
.presented to her by J ohn Lucadema, of Newark,
It is a well-known fact that in those countries
where oxen are u sed for labor they take great
a collector of rare animals and birds.
The dog cries like a baby, spits like a cat but pleasure in the singing of their driver. They
looks like a fox. Miss Ruhnke can pat his back, work better at the ' plow when stirred by a cheerbut not his neck. Necking him is the way Miss ful song. It is also customary for the Arabs to
Ruhnke manages him when he becomes unman- sing to their camels during long journeys across
the desert.
~geable . He hates necking.
·
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BRIEF BUT. POINTED
"MILK TREE"
A tree with a sap like milk, and a tree that
"bleeds" have been discovered in South America
by a Yale scientist. From the "milk tree," when
it is struck bv4".n ax, there gushes forth a thick,
creamy white hqu'id, quite free from .stickiness
and sweet and palatable. The sap of the "bleeding" tree stains the ax a brfght dragon red, and
bears a startling resemblance to blood.
NEW YORK USES TENTH OF THE
UNITED STATES ELECTRIC OUTPUT
New York City has approximatel y 12,000 miles
of underground -cables carrying electricity, or
nearly enough to cross and r ecross _the continent
twice from N e:w Yor k to San Francisco.
Last yea r the kilowatt hours gener ated b_y
power and light stations, other than those ~rIvately oper at ed by institution s and indu str1es,
totaled 64,740,000 ,000 of which N ew Yor k State's
out!l,Ut w as 10,050,000,000 kilowatt hours.
New York Edison engineers recently estimated
tne present rat e of electr ic consumption here is
10 per cent. of the national consumption, although
this city's population is less than 6 per cent. of
the population of the United States.
RECOVERS IRON FROM JUNK
All . discarded junk, from tin cans to automobile bodies, may in the fut ur e be dumped into
large central t anks, maintained about the country at convenient places and filled with some solvent, su ch as fe rrous chloride. The object of this,
according to a r esea rch repor t given r ecently at
the Engineering Foundation in N ew Yor k, will
be to r ecover iron from this rubbish by an electrical process.
Practi<;ally a ll iron obtained now is ext racted
from t he ore by intense heat generat ed by a
coal fire, but the futu re may see this su pplanted
by the elect r ical process. About fifty yeai·s ago
iron w as produced electrolytical ly by Elihu
Thompson and Edwin ~ice, but it was so hard,
rough a nd br ittle tha t nothing was done with it.
At pr esent, however, electrolytic iron of a purity
of 99.96 per cent is being produced at Niagara
F a lls.
LEIPSIC MAYOR COMES . TO N EW YORK
TO SIGN HIS NAME 7,000 TIMES
Armed only with a fo untai n pen , the Burgo:meist er of Leipsic, Dr. Rothe, leaves for the
United States to spend six weeks in v-irt ual confin ement in an office siging his n ame 7,000 t imes.
Leipsic borrowed $5,000,000 from Amer ica recently t o develop the electrical works upon which
merican bankers have pr esented 3,000 notes of
early maturity and 41,000 t o be paid later, demanding that the chief of the city sign each in
New York or before a notary sent to take the
acknowledgm ent.
The fees of the notary, specified at $6,600,
hereuPon the City Council objected, declaring

that the Burgomeister could go to America to
perform the task ,at less expense if he travels
economically.
IRON AGE DOOMED, EXPERT SAYS
The iron age is about to pass before ..the advance of the age of alloys, the American Chemical Society was told recently.
Dr. Irving Langmuir, a ssistant director of the
General Electric -Company Research Laboratory,
Schenectady, declared plain metals are no longer
sufficient for the world's work.
' He envisioned the day when skyscrapers would
be constructed of alloyed steel, welded instead of
riveted. Thi s transformatio n from riveting to
welding, he said, would be hastened with the disconvey of a method of atomic hydrogen welding,
which, he declared, produces a heat capable of
welding all known metals.
1
The atomic hydrogen flame, he declared, is the
hottest known to man having a temperature of
4,000 to 5,000 degrees centigrade.
The technical details of the new welding flame
were explained by Dr. Hugh S. Taylor, of Princeton University, who rea d a paper on "Chemical
Reaction of Atomic Hydrogen."
A cash award was presented Dr. Paul Sabatier,
Nobel Prize winner in 1912 and science dean at
the University of Toulouse, Frante, by the firm
of Procter & Gamble, of Cincinnati, for his work
in the hydrogenatio n of oils.
BULL-FIGH TING
One of the most vivid descriptions of bullfighting ever written is given by Ibanez in "The
Blood of the Arena." In. the light of several
r ecent attempts to revive ·some interest in this
generally outlawed sport it will not be amiss to
cite some words of his upon the animal's side:
"The horses destined for the bull-fight the following day wer,e almost dragged out of the stables
to be exa mined and passed upon by the picadores.
These worn-out r emnants of wretched horse--flesh
advanced, with tremulous flanks drooping with
old age and sickness, a r eproach to human ingratitude so forgetful of past service. Some
were mer e skeletons with shar p pr otfu ding ribs
that seemed about to break through their hairy
hide. Others walked proud!{', starpping their
st rong hoof s, their coats shinmg and their eyes
bright; beautiful ;inimals that it was hard to
imagine a mong outcast s destined to death, magnificent beasts that seemed to have been recently
unhar nessed from a luxurious carriage. These
were the most dreaded, for they were horses
afflicted with vertigo and other maladies, and
behind these specimens of misery and infirmity
rang the sad hoof-beats of steeds past work, mill
and factory horses, farm horses, public cab nags,
all dulled by years of pulling the plough or the
cart, unhappy pariahs who were going to be exploited until the last instant, forced to provide
diversion to men with their pawing and springing
when the bull's horns gored their shrinking
bodies."
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B luff' That Wouldn't Work.
ao 1m~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Bl&
Givin g It Straight ; or, The Worst Camp. of AIL
Gunni ng for ·Gunmen; or, Arletta and the
Greaser Ruffian s.
S~fr1fo~~ed by Gold; or, A Treasure Wort1a a
Baffling Death; or, Arletta and th41 Chasm.
and the R eckless Regulars ;~r. Saving a Comp a ny of Cava lry.
'-\Bu s ting'' a Show; or, Arietta and the Actn!ea.
L~:;_lng a Lode; or. The Orp~ns of .Bow.le
anJatWim!~~ ncho Boss; or, Catchinir a Craft7
At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and t hl
Secret Passage.
Government Contract; or, Arletta and the Pony
,
Express.
Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B . Ranch.
TwelvP. Shots; or, Arletta and the Raiders.
and the Golden Imace; or, Lured to the Valle)'
·
of Deiath.
Balking a Raid: or, A.rietta's Leap for Liberty.
and the
Arletta
,
or,
Sierras.;
the
in
Hunting
Cinnamon Bear.
tile
and
Arletta
or.
;
Block-house
Suving the
Allles Attack.
the
in
Siege
The
or,
Traitor;
edskin
and the R
•
!'land Hills.
Holding a Herd; or, A.rietta's Fiery Race
a:~n~~~ Ten Cow-Punche rs; or, Besting a Bad
Caught In a Cavern; or, Arietta's Shot in th
Dark.
Dividing the Gold ; or, Settling n Claim Dispute.
After the Trail Thieves; or. Artetta's RonndU p.
An d the Pawnee Paleface; or, '. rhe Old Hunter's
Secr et.
Racing a Flood: or, Arletta Shooting tbe
Rapifl~
a~ ~'ii nt o P et er"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
0
E scaping Death; or, Arietta'e Fifty Mile Raca.
L ost on the Desert; or. The Luck a Sand Storm
Brough t.
And the Rroken Gun; or, A.rietta'e Quick Wit.
F,~il1J}~fii.~hl}ur 3t.'boys ; or, The Doom of tba
aS~ eft~';, ~ [:~ • . Dip; or, Arlet t a F ighting the
Ancl " Tara ntula Tom"; or, The Worst "Ba4
Ma n" I n Ari.sona.
a:<bJ::. Silent Six; or, Arletta·~ Round-Up ta
a nd " Broken Bow" ; or , The Siege of the
Settlers.
Gotherln\i:G old; or, Arietta's Wondewtul FlDd.
SJg;~~,f le Skill ; or, The Shoot -Up at "i:lbow.Amons the Apaches; or, Arletta and the DeaUl
Pit.
a nd t he Government DetectiTe; or, Tracklnir a
Tricky Thief.
CJ 8:,\~ · On the Cltlfs; or. Arletta's Deeperatll

a nd t he R anchman's Boy; or, The Sheep Herd1,r ' s Revenge.
and t he ltlval Outilts ; or, Arletta's Fight Oa
t he Cattle Ran ge.
With t he Cavalry: or, The F ight at Bear Pa8',.
Finding a Fortulle; or, Arletta and the Floode4
Claim.
and t he Mexican Raldera; or, Exposing •
Cattle Kin.a-.
and the Dynamit11 'F iends; or, Arletta aa4
the Aven gel'B,
and the T en4.erfoolt'11 Legacy; or, Baffling ta.
Claim J'umpel'tl.
Helpi ng the Shertlf; or, A.riett11; and the B:a:prcss Th!evee.
For sale by all newsdealer., or will be sent to ..,.

a.dltreas on receipt o~ prtee, 80. per copy, In moner •
postaire stAmps.
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